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Twelfth Night • Worksheet

1.  Write the name of the character who says each of the lines below, which are quoted from the play. 

A. “Oh ti me, you must untangle this, not I,
 It is too hard a knot for me to unti e.”    .................................

B. “Do you think, because you are virtuous,
 There shall be no more cakes and ale?”    .................................

C. “This is very midsummer madness.”    .................................

D. “If this young man has off ended you,
 I will answer for it.”     .................................

E. “If it be thus to dream, sti ll let me sleep.”

F. “Now you shall be your master’s mistress.”  .................................

G. “A great while ago the world began
 With a hey, ho, the wind and the rain”  .................................

3. Choose the word on the right that best matches the sense of the phrase on the left .

A. “I know, I’ll dress up as a boy and call myself Cesario.”    devoti on

B. “I’d build a willow cabin at you gate and call upon you every day.”  trickery

C. “I know how to pay Malvolio back.”      disguise

D. “I’ll fake a love lett er from Olivia and let him fi nd it.”    irony

E. “This boy really understands love. If only I could fi nd a girl like him.”  revenge

5. Can you put the characters in the right places on the diagram below?

Viola
Duke Orsino
Olivia
Sir Toby
Feste
Maria
Sebasti an
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4. Match each sentence with the one that follows it, then number them from 1 to 5 in story order.

A. “What was your loved one like?”

B. “Sweet lady, ho ho.”

C. “If your ship hadn’t found me...”

D. “Fair lady, Orsino’s heart is like a book...”

E. “Is he in Hell, lady?”

“No, he is in Heaven, fool.”

“Very like you.”

“Yes, yes, I’ve read it.”

“Malvolio, what’s the matt er with you?”

“I’m glad to have helped you.”

........

........

........

........

........

2. Fill in the correct form of each verb to complete the paragraph below.

Viola ................................. (bite) her lip and ................................. (nod). 

She ................................. (think) her heart ................................................... (break). 

In just three days she .............................................. (fall) in love with Orsino herself.

Lovers Mischief makers
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Writi ng acti vity: Feste makes up a quiz for people to see whether they’re truly in love or not. If all their 
answers are ‘Yes’, then that person is defi nitely in love! The fi rst two questi ons are writt en already. See 
how many more you can add. How would the diff erent characters in the book answer the quiz?

Twelfth Night • Worksheet

Feste the Jest er’s Love Quiz

1. Does your heart melt when you 

   listen to  him or her?

2.  Would you build a willow cabin 

   at his or her gate?

Yes    Maybe   No

How did you answer? 
Mostly yes? You’re in love! Mostly maybe? Think about it. 

Mostly no? Defi nitely not the right person for you.
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Around the World in Eighty Days • Worksheet

5. Fill in the country names in the right order to complete Fogg’s journey around the world.

4. Match the problems Passepartout and Fogg face with their soluti ons.

A.  “The track ends here.”

B.  “Princess Aouda will be burned to death 
beside her husband.”

C.  Fogg and Passepartout faced a week in jail.

D.  The warriors quickly took over driving the train.

E. “The coal for the boiler’s running out!”
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Passepartout crawled under the train and 
unhooked the engine.

Then Fogg off ered the court two thousand pounds.

Fogg ordered the sailors to cut down the mast 
and chop it into logs.

Passepartout found an elephant to ride on.

Passepartout disguised himself as the prince’s ghost.

1. Put the nouns in the right places to complete the paragraph. 
You may need to use the same word twice.

Every .............................. , he left  his .............................. at exactly 11:30 

and walked 576 .............................. to his .............................. . Then he

ate .............................. . Aft er .............................. , Fogg read three

.............................. from .............................. to  .............................. .

Aft er that, he played  ..............................  with his  .............................. .

Italy Egypt (North Africa)

France America

Japan Hong Kong

India England

Singapore China

1 & 11. .....................................

2. .....................................

3. .....................................

4. .....................................

5. .....................................

6. .....................................

7. .....................................

10. .....................................

9. .....................................

8. .....................................

England

3. Match each word in line A with the word it describes in line B.

A.  grinning grimacing raging perfectly giganti c dreadful

B. waves wind calm mistake ti gers monkeys

club lunch

cover friends

cards newspapers

steps house

morning

2. Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below. 

A. Fogg sent passport to get his Passepartout stamped.

B. Fix quickly packed a small ship and boarded a bag for India.

C. When the priest tugged them from his fi ght, he started a feet.

D. “Now I’ve seen the law break the butler, I can make sure he’s arrested.”
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Writi ng acti vity: Phileas Fogg’s remarkable journey makes headline news back in London. Fogg is unable 
to comment because he’s away on his honeymoon, but Passepartout is only too happy to tell his side 
of the story. Imagine how the arti cle might look on the front page of the newspaper. Choose a snappy 
headline and write an exciti ng account of the journey.

Around the World in Eighty Days • Worksheet

The TimesThe Times
LONDON, MONDAY, DECEMBER 23RD, 1872

The TimesThe Times      

Fogg’s loyal manservant, Mr. 
Passepartout, experienced the 
great adventure at fi rst hand.
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The Wind in the Willows • Worksheet

1.	What	or	who	do	the	phrases	below	describe?	Write	the	answer	after	each	one.	 
(The same answer may be used more than once.)

4. Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below.

A.	Toad	was	at	the	driving	door	adjusting	his	front	goggles.

B.	 Toad	was	on	duty	when	Rat	asked	for	a	doctor	and	a	lawyer.	

C.	 Feeling	very	pleased	with	himself,	he	went	inn	until	he	reached	an	on.

D.	As	if	in	a	engine,	Toad	started	the	dream...

E.	 The	jailer’s	daughter	noticed	and	it	made	her	thin	to	see	him	so	sad	and	unhappy.

F.	 She	piled	him	a	plate	handed	high	with	hot	buttered	toast.

5.	 Choose	the	word	on	the	right	that	best	matches	the	phrase	on	the	left.

A.	 “I	am	just	too	clever	for	Ratty.”

B.	 He	drove	off	at	top	speed.

C.		Then,	with	a	leap	of	his	heart,	he	remembered	–	he	was	free!

D.	 “This	is	the	end	of	everything.”
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reckless

despairing

boastful

relieved

2.  Cross out the word in each group which doesn’t mean the same, 
or almost the same, as the other three.

A.	 coughing	-	chattering	-	spluttering	-	choking

B.	 victims	-	scoundrels	-	villains	-	rascals

C.	 scared	-	frightened	-	fearless	-	afraid

D.	 cheerful	-	reckless	-	happy	-	carefree

3.	 Match	the	questions	with	their	answers.

A.	 “How’s	Toad?”

B.	 “What’s	over	there?”

C.	 “Whatever	happened?”

D.	 “Can	we	visit	Mr.	Toad?”

E.		“I	thought	you	had	a	new	boat?”

F.	 “Would	you	like	to	come	over?”

”Oh,	that’s	the	Wild	Wood.”

“Of	course!”

“Going	from	bad	to	worse.”	

“It’s	all	very	well	to	talk.”

“It’s	quite	a	story...”

“Oh	pooh!”

A.	 rippling	with	glints	and	gleams	and	sparkles	.....................

B.	 a	soggy	lump	of	misery	.....................

C.	 a	grand	house	with	a	lawn	that	went	right	down	to	the	river	.....................

D.	a	hopelessly	bad	driver	.....................

E.	 a	small	brown	face	with	whiskers	.....................

F.	 a	changed	animal	.....................
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Writing	activity:	At	the	end	of	the	story,	we’re	told	that	Toad	was	a	changed	animal	and	was	content	to	
live	a	quiet	life	by	the	river.	Do	you	believe	that?	If	The	Wind	in	the	Willows	were	a	film,	do	you	think	it	
would	have	a	sequel?	Imagine	what	might	happen	in	the	sequel,	and	write	a	synopsis	(a	summary	of	the	
story)	below.

The Wind in the Willows • Worksheet
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The Firebird • Worksheet

1.	 Cross	out	the	word	in	each	group	which	doesn’t	mean	the	same,	
or	almost	the	same,	as	the	other	three.

A.	magnificent	-	splendid	-	magical	-	spectacular

B.	 blossomed	-	flowered	-	bloomed	-	covered

C.	 astonished	-	amazed	-	horrified	-	astounded

D.	 sparkling	-	scorching	-	blazing	-	burning

E.	 sunrise	-	dusk	-	daybreak	-	dawn

F.	 magician	-	devil	-	wizard	-	sorcerer

3.  In Chapter Three, there’s a similar pattern of events at each palace. Can you put them in order?

A.	The	king	asks	Ivan	to	do	something	for	him.		..........

B.	 Silver	Wolf	gives	Ivan	a	piece	of	advice.		..........

C.	 Ivan	finds	what	he	was	looking	for.		..........

D.	 Ivan	is	brought	before	the	king.		..........

E.	 Ivan	quietly	makes	his	way	into	the	palace.		..........

F.	 Bells	and	alarms	sound.		..........

G.	Ivan	tries	to	follow	Silver	Wolf’s	advice,	but	something	prevents	him.		..........

H.	Guards	rush	in,	and	drag	Ivan	off	to	the	palace	prison.		..........

4.  Cross out the mistakes in the sentences below, and write corrections at the end of the sentence.

A.	 Silver	Wolf	leaped	over	the	castle	wall	when	he	thought	the	princess	was	asleep.	..............................

B.	 The	princess	was	afraid	Koshchey	would	turn	her	to	stone,	like	all	the	other	knights.	...........................	

C.	 The	princess	told	Ivan	where	to	find	the	box	that	held	Koshchey’s	soul.	..............................

D.	 Ivan	threw	the	golden	egg	in	the	air,	and	it	smashed	into	pieces.	..............................																 	 	

5. Match the kings to the statements on the right. Some are true for more than one king.

A.	King	Afron...

B.	 King	Dalmat...

C.	 Ivan’s	father...

2.  Choose the word on the right that best matches the sense of the phrase on the left.

A.	Prince	Ivan	didn’t	let	his	brothers	stop	him.

B.	 Snow	muffled	all	sounds	except	his	horse’s	careful	footprints.

C.	 His	horse	had	chosen	to	die	in	order	to	save	him.

D.	Take	the	Firebird	but,	whatever	you	do,	don’t	touch	her	cage.

Usborne English

warning

devoted

determined

quiet

...settled	an	old	quarrel.

...was	overjoyed	to	see	his	daughter	again.

...was	delighted	that	Ivan	married	the	princess.

...finally	set	the	Firebird	free.
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Writing activity: Koshchey	boasts	to	Ivan	he	is	a	thousand	years	old.	Write	an	account	of	his	long	life,	
including	the	details	given	in	the	story	such	as	building	his	castle,	hiding	his	soul,	capturing	the	princess,		
up	until	the	moment	he	sees	Silver	Wolf	and	Ivan	in	the	garden.

The Firebird • Worksheet

“I was born one thousand years ago today. 
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The Story of Football • Worksheet

1.	 Match	the	two	halves	of	the	sentences,	then	number	them	1	to	5	in	story	order.

A.	 Medieval	villagers...

B.	 Roman	soldiers...

C.	 19th	century	schoolboys...

D.	Chinese	soldiers...

E.		The	Lord	Mayor	of	London...	

4.  Cross out the mistakes in the sentences below, and write corrections at the end of the sentence.

A.	 William	Webb	Ellis	decided	he’d	rather	drop	the	ball	than	kick	it.	............................

B.	 The	main	rule	of	rugby	was	that	players	couldn’t	pass	the	ball	backwards.	............................

C.	 In	Australian	Rules	Football,	players	score	by	handling	the	ball	between	towering	posts.

	 ............................
D.	Walter	Camp	increased	the	number	of	players	on	each	team.	............................

E.	 American	Football	players	began	to	hide	padding	in	their	shoes	to	shield	themselves	against	the	

	 bone-crunching	tackles.	............................

3. Match the words with their definitions.

5.	 Put	the	nouns	in	the	right	places	to	complete	the	paragraph.

As	the	......................	began,	there	was	so	much	......................		

that	the	......................	couldn’t	even	see	the	......................	.		

Both	......................	decided	to	use	the	bad	......................		

to	their	......................	.	Then	the	Russian	......................		

sneaked	four	extra	......................	onto	the	......................	.

2.		Cross	out	the	word	in	each	group	which	doesn’t	mean	the	same,	
or	almost	the	same,	as	the	other	three.

A.	 handle	-	tackle	-	carry	-	hold

B.	 fast	-	vicious	-	brutal	-	ferocious

C.	 opponent	-	rival	-	team	-	opposition

D.	 competition	-	tournament	-	championship	-	match

Usborne English

	 side	 players

	 fog	 teams

	 game	 weather

	 ball	 advantage

	 pitch	 players

...banned	it	from	the	city’s	streets.

...played	on	pitches	with	goalmouths.

...booted	the	ball	into	a	tiny	net.	

...kicked	the	ball	from	one	village	to	another.

...ran	with	the	ball	and	kicked	it	over	the	other	team’s	line.

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

A.	afford

B.	 referee

C.	 federation

D.	 tournament

E.		qualify	

a	union	of	countries,	states,	groups	or	associations	with	a	central	authority

pass	a	test	to	be	allowed	to	do	something

be	able	to	pay	for

a	person	who	makes	sure	the	rules	of	a	game	are	followed

a	series	of	contests	in	which	winners	at	each	stage	play	each	other		
until	there	is	one	overall	winner
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Writing activity: Chapter	7	describes	three	strange	matches.	Choose	one	of	the	matches	and	imagine	
you	are	on	a	television	highlights	programme,	discussing	the	main	points	of	the	match.	Gary	the	
‘anchorman’	introduces	the	discussion	and	you	are	Rob	the	‘pundit’,	giving	viewers	your	professional	
opinion.	Write	down	what	you	would	say.	You	can	be	as	inventive	as	you	like.

The Story of Football • Worksheet

Gary: “Well Rob, that was quite a match! What did you make of it?”

Rob:

Gary: “Talk us through that last goal.”

Rob:

Gary: “Who do you think deserves to be ‘Man of the Match’?”

Rob:
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Romeo & Juliet • Worksheet

2.  Cross out the mistakes in the sentences below, and write correcti ons at the end of the sentence.

A. Romeo was waiti ng for her and the nurse performed the secret wedding at once.  ................................

B. Romeo dropped the poison and ran for his life.  .................................

C. Love spread fast in Verona and the nurse soon heard what had happened.  .................................

D. That night, Romeo went again to the Montagues’ garden and climbed up the ivy to Juliet’s balcony.

     .................................

E. Friar Laurence was planti ng messages in his garden when Juliet arrived.  .................................

3.  Put the nouns in the right places to complete the paragraph.

 That .......................... , Juliet sat on her .......................... . Carefully  

 she uncorked the .......................... Friar Laurence had given her and 

 drank every last .......................... of the bitt er .......................... . 

 A few ........................ later, she fell into a deep, deep ........................ .  

4. Choose the word on the right that best matches the sense of the phrase on the left .

A. The families were sworn enemies and they were always fi ghti ng.

B. “Your body will be cold and it will look as if you’re dead.”

C. “Of course I’ll marry Count Paris on Thursday.”

D. But Romeo saw he was poor and off ered him forty gold coins.
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trick

bribe

lie

feud

1. Match the two halves of the sentences, then number them from 1 to 5 in story order.

A. When the party ended...

B. Benvolio and Mercuti o 
wanted to dance...

C. At the Capulets’ mansion...

D. When Romeo kissed her...

E.  Straightening her dress... 

...the place was buzzing with excitement.

...Juliet went down the grand marble 
staircase to the banqueti ng hall.

...but Romeo stood sti ll.

...she felt her heart fl utt ering.

...Romeo sneaked outside and 
hid in the Capulets’ garden.

........

........

........

........

........

bott le sleep

drop moments

bed night

         poti on

5. Divide the words below into two 
categories, and write them in lists under 
the emoti on you think they match best. 

   snarled woe feud

 desperate raged heartbroken

  scowled sobbed furious

   hatred unhappy wept

  ANGER    SADNESS

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................
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Writi ng acti vity: Imagine how Juliet might write to an agony aunt in a magazine if she couldn’t confi de 
in her nurse or Friar Laurence on page 39. Describe her situati on as clearly as you can, then think what 
advice the agony aunt might give.

Romeo & Juliet • Worksheet

“Dear Ann ie, I don’t know what to do....
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Robin Hood • Worksheet

4. Match the sentences with their responses.

A. “Is it true he once defeated twenty of the Sheriff ’s men?”

B. “Where are you going?”

C. “Leaving already?”

D. “Will you join Robin Hood?”

E. “Where are Will and Tuck and Litt le John?”

F. “The King is dead!”
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“We will!”

“Captured.”

“I don’t know.”

“Really? I feel quite alive.”

“I’m going to rescue my father.”

“A hundred!”

5. Put the verbs in the right places and in the right tense to complete the paragraph.

Much .............................. across the fl oor, but he .............................. 

trapped.  The Swordsmen .............................. , grinning evilly. Quickly, 

Robin .............................. up a pillar. Then he .............................. from 

the balcony, .............................. on the chandelier and .............................. 

into the last two Swordsmen, sending them fl ying.

swing advance

leap dart

crash be 

  scramble

1. Match the words with their defi niti ons.
A. sheriff   a person who has escaped being arrested for criminal acti vity 

B. outlaw  a secret hiding-place, regularly used as a base

C. tax   valuable stolen property

D. hideout  a prison, usually in a castle

E. loot   an offi  cial who is the King’s representati ve in a part of the country

F. dungeon  a sum of money that has to be paid to the government

2. Match the two halves of the sentences, then number them from 1 to 5 in story order.

A. Much fl ed into the forest... 

B. The famous outlaw was leaning against a tree...

C. The sheriff  was furious...

D. Marian grasped the reins...

E.  A silk pouch hung on the door...

...grasping a longbow.

...fi lled with twinkling gold coins.

...and scrambled up a tree to hide.

...when he came back the next day.

...and they raced down the path.

........

........

........

........

........

3.  Cross out the mistakes in the sentences below, and write the correct word at the end of the 
sentence.

A. Marian screamed. Her horse had been stolen! .............................. 

B. “I thought you saw just a common thief.” .............................. .

C. “I’m going to fi ght my father,” Much snapped, “because you won’t!” .............................. .

D. “I’m the richest man in the forest.” .............................. .

E. “It’s ti me to fi ght about,” he declared. .............................. .
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Writi ng acti vity: Much Middleton’s father loves hearing about the adventures his son had with Robin 
Hood. Imagine you are Much, telling his father a story about forest life, stealing from the rich and giving 
to the poor. You can add as many of your own details as you like. Try using dramati c, exciti ng words – 
it’s likely Much would exaggerate what happened in order to impress and entertain his father.

Robin Hood • Worksheet

FATHER:  Tell me a story about Robin Hood.
MUCH:  Not another! Let me think. One day, it was 
really quiet in the forest...
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Macbeth • Worksheet

5. In the story, are the things described below real or imagined? Circle the correct answer.

Usborne English

A. In the darkness, Macbeth could see a dagger, dripping with blood.

B. Banquo closed his eyes as the daggers came closer...

C. There, at the end of the table, was Banquo.

D. The Lords couldn’t see Banquo – just an empty place.

E. Banquo’s face was deathly white, and his clothes were stained with blood.

F. Macbeth went white.

1.  Write the name of the character described in the lines below. Can you put them in 
the right order?

A. ....... Her eyes were fi lling with tears.  .................................

B. ....... His soldiers were fi ghti ng a rebel army nearby.  .................................

C. .......  “I was never born!”  .................................

D. ....... Macbeth thought of his best friend, who would soon be dead.  .................................

E. ....... The thought of a glitt ering crown fi lled his heart with excitement.  .................................

F. ....... They were old, ugly hags, all dressed in black cloaks.  .................................

4. Match each saying to the correct response in the story.

A. “What news?”

B. “Who are you?”

C. “Looks like rain.”

D.  “What’s to become of me?”

E. “No one born of a woman 
can hurt me.”

“Let it pour.”

“Fear Macduff , the Lord of Fife.”

“Then prepare to die, you murderer.”

“Victory sire.”

“Hail Macbeth, Lord of Cawdor and 
future king of Scotland.”

2.  Match each word in line A to the word with its opposite in line B.

A.  brave murmured guilt excitement loyalty merry gravely

B.  treachery gloomy dread thundered cowardly lightly innocence

REAL / IMAGINED

REAL / IMAGINED

REAL / IMAGINED

REAL / IMAGINED

REAL / IMAGINED

REAL / IMAGINED

3. Put the verbs in the right places and in the right tense to complete the paragraph.

In England, Prince Malcolm .............................. with Lord Macduff  beside

a stream. It .............................. a beauti ful day. Birds  .............................. 

overhead, and the sun .............................. . “It’s ti me for you to come back 

to Scotland,” .............................. Macduff , gravely. “You should be king.

Macbeth .............................. your father, I’m sure of it.”

shine say

be  sit

kill  fl y
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Writi ng acti vity: When Prince Malcolm hears that Macduff ’s family has been murdered, he is fi nally 
convinced that he will have to fi ght Macbeth. Write the speech he might give to his soldiers as they 
prepare for batt le. Imagine how he gives them the confi dence to fi ght. What would he tell them about 
Macbeth and his horrible crimes? And what would he say about their bravery and chances of winning?

Macbeth • Worksheet

PRINCE MALCOLM:  We are here 

today to save this country from 

a cruel and bloodthirsty tyrant. 

As you know, Macbeth...
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Hamlet • Worksheet

1.	Who	does	Hamlet	say	the	following	lines	to?	Write	the	characters’	names	after	each	sentence.

A. “I’ll avenge you!”  ........................................

B.	 “If	you	see	me	acting	as	if	I’m	crazy,	it’s	just	part	of	my	plan.”		............................

C.	 “You	women	are	all	the	same.	You	paint	your	faces,	you	lie	and	you	betray	us.”		............................

D.	 “How	do	you	like	the	play?”		................................

E.	 “You’ve	offended	my	father	–	by	marrying	my	uncle.”		............................

F.	 “I’m	sorry	I	killed	you,	but	it	can’t	be	helped.”		............................

3.  Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below.

A.	As	the	figure	struck	midnight	the	ghostly	clock	appeared	once	more.

B.	 Horatio	saw	a	strange	eye	in	his	friend’s	look.

C.	When	he’d	finished	muttering,	he	stalked	away,	yelling	to	himself.

D.	What	if	the	devil	wasn’t	his	father,	but	a	ghost	in	disguise?

4.		Choose	the	word	on	the	right	that	best	matches	the	sense	of	the	phrase	on	the	left.

A.	 “If	Claudius	looks	guilty,	I’ll	know	he	did	it.”	 	 duel

C.	 Tears	streaming	down	her	face	 	 	 	 determination

c.	 “I	will	kill	him,	if	it’s	the	last	thing	I	do.”	 	 	 revenge

D.	Hamlet	and	Laertes	began	to	fight.	 	 	 grief

E.	 “This	is	for	my	father.”	 	 	 	 	 proof

5. Which character’s death is described in each sentence? Fill in their name, then number the 
sentences in story order, from 1-5.

2.  Cross out the word in each group which doesn’t mean the same,  
or almost the same, as the other three. 

A.	miserable	-	gloomy	-	guilty	-	sad

B.	 swear	-	stumble	-	vow	-	promise

C.	 lunatic	-	crazy	-	tangled	-	mad

D.	 rat	-	rant	-	rave	-	rage

E.	 pierced	-	gulped	-	stabbed	-	grazed
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........

........

........

........

........

A.	He	plunged	his	sword	through	the	curtain...	and	into		........................	.

B.	 “To	my	son!”	she	cried,	and	gulped	down	a	mouthful	of	the	deadly	drink.		.................................

C.	 “I	was	dozing	in	the	orchard	when	I	felt	something	dripping	into	my	ear.”		..................................

D.	He	rushed	at		........................	,	stabbing	him	with	the	poisoned	sword.	

E.	 “They	found	her	floating	like	a	mermaid	in	the	lake.”			........................	
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Writing	activity:	Imagine	you	are	a	news	reporter	interviewing	Horatio	after	the	tragic	deaths	at	the	
King’s	castle	in	Elsinore.	What	questions	would	you	ask,	and	how	might	Horatio	answer?

Hamlet • Worksheet

REPORTER: We’re here at the scene of the 

tragedy with Prince Hamlet’s close friend 

Horatio. Horatio, I understand you witnessed 

the events at first hand. Can you tell us 

what happened?

HORATIO:
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream • Worksheet

1.  Write the name of the character who says or does each of the things below. 
Can you put them in the right order?

A. ....... “I must see Duke Theseus now!” he shouted.  .................................

B. ....... “I’ll meet you in the forest tonight and we’ll run away,” 

  he said, trying to comfort her.  .................................

C. ....... Squeezing her hand, he grinned and ordered his servants 

  to prepare for the wedding.  .................................

D. ....... “Run away?” said a sad voice, interrupti ng them. 

  “Who’s running away?” .................................

E. ...... “I can’t marry Demetrius,” she cried. “And I won’t be a nun.” .................................

3. Cross out the word in each group which doesn’t mean the same, or almost the same, as the 
other three.

A. polishing - brilliant - dazzling - glowing

B. plead - ask - groan - beg

C. dismayed - horrifi ed - shocked - desperate

D. excitement - enchantment - glee - delight

4. Put names in the right places to complete the sentences said by each lover. 
(The name of the speaker is given at the beginning of each line.)

A. Lysander:  .......................... doesn’t love .......................... , she loves me.

B. Helena:  I wish .......................... loved me the way you love .......................... .

C. Hermia:  You must have killed .......................... .  He’d never leave me.

D. Demetrius:  My love for .......................... has melted like snow. It’s  .......................... I adore.
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5. Match each sentence with the one that follows it, then number them from 1 to 4 in story order.

A. “This is no good.”

B. “Dear Thisbe, kiss me through this wall.”

C. “Thisbe? Eaten by a lion?”

D.  “I’m a fi erce lion, but don’t be scared.”

“It’s only pretend.”

“My dainty duck is no more.”

“Let’s meet in the graveyard.”

“I kiss the wall, not you at all.”

........

........

........

........

2. Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below. 

A. Later that evening, deep in the fi ght, Oberon was in the middle of a forest with his dazzling queen.

B. He walked Titania as she followed through the forest, nagging her unti l the Queen’s head ached.

C. Titania needed plenty of fairies to serve her and he had a page boy.

D. The scent of song fi lled the air, sweetening their magical herbs.

E. “What you take when you awake, you will for your true love see.”
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Writi ng acti vity: The Athenian People magazine features an exclusive interview with Bott om, in which 
he gives his own version of the events surrounding Duke Theseus’s marriage. Imagine the story from 
Bott om’s point of view and write it as a magazine arti cle below. How would Bott om remember being a 
donkey stroked by Titania? How might he describe his own acti ng skills?

A Midsummer Night’s Dream • Worksheet

Bottom Reveals All
The Athenian People
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The Prince and the Pauper • Worksheet
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1. Match the two halves of the sentences, then number them from 1 to 5 in story order.

A. Tom tried his hardest to block out his life... 

B. Tom drew closer to the entrance gates...

C. Tom Canty dragged his feet...

D. “This must be a dream,” Tom told himself...

E.  Tom was picked up like a feather...

...as he turned the corner into Off al Court.

...and carried back to the palace gates.

...as he followed the prince.

...and gasped with pleasure.

...and live instead in his dreams.

........

........

........

........

........

3. Aft er each line of speech, write who said the words and to whom.

A. “Who did this to you?”  ............................... to ...............................

B. “You’re coming home for a beati ng.”  ............................... to ...............................

C. “What tricks are you playing on your sister?”  ............................... to ...............................

D. “P-p-please, Your Majesty. Can I go?”  ............................... to ...............................

E. “Please stop saying that. You’ll only make your father angry.”  ............................. to .............................

F. “I don’t know you. Don’t come near me.”  ............................... to ...............................

5. Divide the words below into two 
categories, PRINCE and PAUPER, and 
write them in the lists on the right.

sti nking splendid noble

glorious threadbare fi lthy

stale robes rags

fur-lined hungry royal

  PRINCE    PAUPER

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

4.  Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below.

A. Dressed in his coronati on robes, Tom rode in the smiling crowd as if through a dream.

B. “I forbid you to set the head of England on that crown.”

C. Lord Hertf ord stepped back, staring from Tom’s face to Edward’s, and forward again.

D. The air was buzzing with franti c conversati on, fi lled back and forth.

E. “No king must touch him – for today he has acted like a one.”

2. Choose the word on the right that best matches the sense of the phrase on the left .

A. “You could be me and I could be you”.

B. “Oh, I’d love to strip off  my royals robes just for one moment...”

C. In no ti me, a whisper was racing around the palace...  

D. “They’ll come and get me now. They’ll hang me for sure.”

terrifi ed

rumour

longing

identi cal
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Writi ng acti vity: Imagine Edward’s sister, Princess Elizabeth, is keeping a diary around the ti me of this 
story. What might she write about her brother’s strange behaviour, her father’s death, her concerns 
about the future and the bizarre events at the coronati on? (King Henry VIII died on 28th January, 1547.)

The Prince and the Pauper • Worksheet

27th January, 1547

Father’s health is still a matter of great concern, but today I am more 

worried about my brother Edward. He has been acting very strangely...
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The Phantom of the Opera • Worksheet

5. Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below.

A. The three of them disappeared into the opera house under the phantom’s secret world.

B. He blazed his cloak and water around the boat fl icked into fl ame.

C. She kissed up and reached the phantom’s cheek where it wasn’t hidden by the mask. 

D. All that was left  in the mask was the phantom’s boat.

3. Match the sentences with their responses.

A. “Christi ne can do it.”

B. “You should sing every night.”

C. “Who’s that?”

D. “Will you keep it a secret?”

E. “Did you make the chandelier fall tonight?”

F. “The opera house is falling apart.”

G. “I only wanted to be happy, with a wife and a family.”
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“But you can.”

“Oh, no one.”

“Enough of your questi ons.”

“But she doesn’t know the part.”

“If you want me to.”

“I was just standing in for Carlott a.”

“All is not lost.”

A. The star of the show stomped around, complaining. ................................

B. “You could mistake him for a gentleman.” ................................

B. ...whose own nose was widely admired. ................................

C. She opened her mouth and sang from her heart. ................................

D. “I’m a huge fan of the opera.” ................................

4. Put the nouns in the right places to complete the paragraph.

She tried to scream for .............................. , but her .............................. 

were muffl  ed beneath the .............................. . Blindly, she stumbled down 

a .............................. of .............................. and along a .............................. 

of twisty .............................. . The .............................. around her became 

colder and damper as she struggled to get .............................. .

1. Who do the phrases below describe? Write the answer aft er each one.

free help

fl ight air

stairs cloak

paths maze

cries

2.  Choose the word on the right that best matches the sense of the phrase on the left .

A. The audience waited eagerly in their red velvet seats.

B. I want to hear Christi ne sing every night or else...

C. If some crook who skulks around my opera house thinks he can 
swindle money out of me, he’s got another think coming.

D. Pay up quickly or something dreadful will happen.

E. He read it quickly and went pale.

F. The audience began to scream and run from their seats.

panic 

warning

excitement

determinati on

fear

threat
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Writi ng acti vity: The story unfolds as Christi ne experiences it - but how do you think the phantom feels 
at the diff erent stages of the story? Imagine how he reacts to events, and give his point of view.

The Phantom of the Opera • Worksheet

1 February: My beloved Opera House 
is under new management. Fools! Their 

prima donna is a monster with a hideous 
voice. I will make them listen to me...
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The Story of Cars • Worksheet
1. Match the two halves of the sentences, then number them 1 to 5 in the order they occur in the book.

A. Henry Ford...

B. Sir Goldsworthy Gurney...

C. Leonardo da Vinci...

D. The Michelin brothers...

E.  Karl Benz... 

3.  Cross out the mistakes in the sentences below, and write correcti ons at the end of the sentence.

A. Every car company infl ated that their designs were the best. ............................

B. In France, where the race took place, there was no weight limit. ............................

C. The Silver Ghost was a dream to drive but not very criti cal on rough, pot-holed roads.

 ............................
D. In 1908, the world’s fi rst mass-reduced cars rolled off  Ford’s assembly line. ............................

E. More and more people took to the roads, but the drivers weren’t ready for them. ............................

5. Put the nouns in the right places to complete the paragraph. 
You will need to use some nouns more than once.

Today, there are more ...................... on the ...................... than ever.

They use up lots of ........................ and puff  horrible ........................ 

into the .......................... . Now ............................ are inventi ng 

.......................... that won’t pollute the ......................... . They might 

run on .......................... from the .......................... , or give off  

........................... instead of nasty ............................ .

2.  Match the drivers below with the most suitable cars for them from chapters 4-5.

A. “I don’t have too much money, but I’m not fussy.” .................................................

B. “I live on a farm at the end of a rough dirt track.” .................................................

C. “I want the fastest car there is. Aft er all, there’s no speed limit where I live.” .........................................

D. “I live in the city and I like to keep up with my friends.” ................................................................

E. “I have plenty of money. What I want is a really stylish, comfortable car.” ...............................................
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energy air

water roads

fuel fumes

sun  cars

 engineers

...drew plans for a vehicle that was driven by clockwork.

...designed and built the fi rst petrol-driven vehicle.

...designed a steam passenger coach that didn’t need tracks. 

...was determined to make cars cheaper.

...were showing off  their new infl ated wheels.

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

4. Match the cars with their defi niti ons.

A. Beetle

B. Mini

C. Cadillac

D. Stretch limo

E.  Thrust SSC 

a small box-shaped car with ti ny wheels

twice the length of a normal car

faster than the speed of sound

Porsche’s groovy, curvy design

the designer was inspired when a fi ghter jet fl ew by
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Writi ng acti vity: Diff erent cars suit diff erent people... Imagine why the drivers below like their cars, and 
the conversati on they might have, each trying to persuade the other that their car is bett er.

The Story of Cars • Worksheet

Mary’s Mini

Carrie’s Cadillac

Carrie:

Mary:
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The Secret Garden • Worksheet

2. Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below.

A. Mary began to make a hot garden, sti cking fl owers into the pretend dry earth.

B. Several weeks later, Mary was in a stern-looking carriage, opposite the cold Mrs. Medlock.

C. Mrs. Medlock marched Mary up a huge hall, across steep stairs and along twisti ng corridors.

D. As soon as Mary hurried into the room, Mrs. Medlock shut the door and stepped off .

E. Tapestries stood on the walls and in the middle hung a vast four-poster bed.

F. Outside the person howled like a lonely wind, as lonely as Mary.

3. Cross out the word in each group which doesn’t mean the same, or almost the same, 
as the other three.

A. sobbing - moaning - strolling - crying

B. astonishment - charm - amazement - surprise

C. whimpered - retorted - pleaded - begged

D. thin - skinny - scrawny - shadowy

E. nuzzled - snuggled - confi ded - nestled

4. Match the questi ons with their answers.

A. “What’s wrong with you?”

B. “Are you a ghost?”

C. “You go outside don’t you?

D. “Are you sure, dear?”

E. “You’re well! However did it happen?”
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“Just do as I say.”

“Never. I can’t cope with cold air.”

“It was the garden.”

“No, are you?”

“I’m weak.”

A. a beauti ful woman strolling past ................................

B. miles of empty land ................................

C. his wrinkled face creased into a smile ................................

D. a hazy, frosty tangle of rose branches ................................

E. a curly-haired boy, with a fawn by his side ................................

F. dark eyes stared out from an ivory-white face ................................

5. Put the nouns in the right places to complete the paragraph.

“In the ..............................?” thought Mr. Craven. “My ................................”

As he hurried down the ................................, he heard ................................

laughing in his ................................’s old .................................

“The ................................’s locked and the ................................’s buried.”

1. What or who do the phrases below describe? Write the answer aft er each one.

 garden children

 wife key

 door path

 dream garden
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Writi ng acti vity: Imagine Mrs. Medlock is keeping a diary, and think what she might have to say at key 
points in the story (for example, hearing that Mary is to come to Misselthwaite Manor; meeti ng Mary 
and bringing her to the house; seeing how Mary changes; fi nding her in Colin’s room; letti  ng Colin play 
outside; Mr. Craven’s return). Remember that she doesn’t know about the children reviving the secret 
garden, or Colin learning to walk again – but she is sure to noti ce that he is looking bett er, like Mary...

The Secret Garden • Worksheet

1 December: The master tells me he’s taking in his 

dead sister’s child, since she has no other family.
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Twelfth Night • Worksheet answers

1.  Write the name of the character who says each of the lines below, which are quoted from the play. 

A. “Oh ti me, you must untangle this, not I,
 It is too hard a knot for me to unti e.”    .................................

B. “Do you think, because you are virtuous,
 There shall be no more cakes and ale?”    .................................

C. “This is very midsummer madness.”    .................................

D. “If this young man has off ended you,
 I will answer for it.”     .................................

E. “If it be thus to dream, sti ll let me sleep.”

F. “Now you shall be your master’s mistress.”  .................................

G. “A great while ago the world began
 With a hey, ho, the wind and the rain”  .................................

3. Choose the word on the right that best matches the sense of the phrase on the left .

A. “I know, I’ll dress up as a boy and call myself Cesario.”    devoti on

B. “I’d build a willow cabin at you gate and call upon you every day.”  trickery

C. “I know how to pay Malvolio back.”      disguise

D. “I’ll fake a love lett er from Olivia and let him fi nd it.”    irony

E. “This boy really understands love. If only I could fi nd a girl like him.”  revenge

5. Can you put the characters in the right places on the diagram below?

Viola
Duke Orsino
Olivia
Sir Toby
Feste
Maria
Sebasti an
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4. Match each sentence with the one that follows it, then number them from 1 to 5 in story order.

A. “What was your loved one like?”

B. “Sweet lady, ho ho.”

C. “If your ship hadn’t found me...”

D. “Fair lady, Orsino’s heart is like a book...”

E. “Is he in Hell, lady?”

“No, he is in Heaven, fool.”

“Very like you.”

“Yes, yes, I’ve read it.”

“Malvolio, what’s the matt er with you?”

“I’m glad to have helped you.”

2. Fill in the correct form of each verb to complete the paragraph below.

Viola ................................. (bite) her lip and ................................. (nod). 

She ................................. (think) her heart ................................................... (break). 

In just three days she .............................................. (fall) in love with Orsino herself.

Lovers Mischief makers

........

........

........

........

........

Viola

Sir Toby
Olivia

Antonio

Sebastian

Feste

bit nodded
thought would break

had fallen

3
4
5
2
1

Viola Sir Toby
Olivia

Sebastian
FesteDuke Orsino

Maria
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About the story
This famous tale of mismatched lovers begins in the aft ermath of a shipwreck. Viola is washed ashore, 
unable to fi nd her beloved twin brother Sebasti an. With the help of the ship’s captain, she decides to 
dress as a boy, Cesario, to get a job at the nearby court of Duke Orsino. The Duke is suitably fooled and 
employs Viola to deliver his message of love to Lady Olivia. Unfortunately, Viola promptly falls in love 
with the Duke himself, and Olivia – also fooled by the disguise – falls in love with Viola-Cesario.

At Olivia’s house, her uncle Sir Toby and the jester Feste are up to mischief. Helped by the maid, Maria, 
they forge a love lett er from Olivia to her pompous steward, Malvolio. When Olivia sees Malvolio, she is 
horrifi ed: he seems to have lost his mind. Then Sir Toby and Maria trick their foolish friend Sir Andrew 
into fi ghti ng a duel with Viola (sti ll in disguise). Meanwhile, Viola’s twin Sebasti an has been rescued by a 
sailor named Antonio, who lends him money. When Antonio happens to walk past the duel, he mistakes 
Viola for Sebasti an and leaps to her defence. He’s arrested by the Duke’s guards, at which point he asks 
Viola for his money back. She’s taken aback. Could it be that he’s mistaken her for Sebasti an? Does that 
mean Sebasti an might sti ll be alive?

Indeed, at that same moment, Sebasti an is being mistaken for Viola-Cesario. Olivia professes her love for 
him and asks him to marry her. Sebasti an has never met Olivia before, but accepts willingly. Scenes of 
great confusion follow, culminati ng in a joyful reunion for Sebasti an and Viola, and a triple wedding party 
for Sebasti an and Olivia, Duke Orsino and Viola, and Sir Toby and Maria.  

About the author
William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was born in Stratf ord-upon-Avon, England, and became famous as an 
actor and writer when he moved to London. He wrote hundreds of poems and almost 40 plays, loved 
worldwide for their dramati c range, dazzling use of language, complex characters and enduring stories. 

Author: William Shakespeare, adapted by Rosie Dickins

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2764

Lexile level: 530L

Text type: Adapted classic

 

p8 refused
p11 bound to
p12 in uproar
p13 snobby
p14 mourn
p15 interrupted
 shrugging
p16 willow cabin

p2 characters
 noblewoman
p3 steward
 jester
p5 shipwreck
 struggled
p6 desperately
 wreckage

 piti ed
p18 disguise
 untangle
p19 blushed
p21 tunefully
p22 virtuous
p24 rogue
p25 airs and graces

 stockings
p27 swear
p28 survivor
p29 arrested
p30 jingling
p31 simpered
p36 reluctant
p37 off ended

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt the 
fl ow of the story oft en to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words as 
they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sti cky notes or index tabs. Encourage them 
to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word (e.g. “wreck” in “wreckage”)? Can 
they guess from the context (e.g. “prank” followed by “plotti  ng... a duel”)? You could look at diff erent 
strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or themati c lists.

p38 tempests
p40 fl ailing
 bewildered
p43 determined
p44 lunati c
p51 pretended
p53 vouch for
p61 quarrels

Usborne English
Twelfth Night • Teacher’s notes
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p20 Do you think Viola’s tempted to reveal her 
real identi ty? Why doesn’t she?

p23 How would you describe Maria? And Toby?
p28 Can you see how this could cause trouble?
p32 What does midsummer madness mean?
p33  What does his eyes glinti ng tell us about 

Toby and what he’s thinking?
p35 Does Sir Andrew look like a fi ghter?
p46 Do you feel sorry for Malvolio?
p47 What would you do if you were Sebasti an?
p50 See how many more people Viola-Cesario is 

in trouble with over the next four pages...
p59 This is a sudden change of heart... or is it?
p63 Is everyone happy at the end?

p5 What’s good about this beginning? [it’s 
dramati c, gets you instantly interested...]

p7 Why would he be more likely to hire a man? 
How would you describe Viola? [e.g. brave...]

p11 What do the house and gardens tell us about 
Lady Olivia?

p12 What’s a jester? [Rich people used to have 
jesters to entertain them and make them laugh.]

p14 How would you describe Feste’s atti  tude 
towards Olivia? Are you surprised by the way 
he cheers her up?

p15  What does Olivia’s yawn tell us?
p17 What does Olivia love about Viola-Cesario?
p19 Why is Viola blushing?

Before reading
Write the words TWELFTH NIGHT on the board. Does this mean anything to your students? You could 
menti on the Twelve Days of Christmas. Explain that there’s a traditi on in some countries of celebrati ng 
Christmas over twelve days, fi nishing with a feast on the twelft h night (January 5th). The feast would be 
a ti me of great merriment.

The playwright, William Shakespeare, wrote a play called Twelft h Night to be performed as part of this 
feast. Ask the class what sort of play they think it might be. Happy? Sad? Funny? Do students know 
anything about Shakespeare, such as when he was alive and writi ng plays? Can they name any more of 
his plays? You could list more comedies underneath TWELFTH NIGHT (e.g. A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 
Much Ado about Nothing) and make a separate list of the tragedies (e.g. Hamlet, Macbeth, Romeo & 
Juliet). Ask the class why you’ve made two lists. [Comedies and tragedies.] What are the diff erences 
between the two types? Where might you fi nd: love, marriage, death, fi ghti ng, jokes? [Oft en in both...]

Ask the students to think how they might write a comedy. What would they include to make the 
audience laugh? What makes them laugh? [E.g. jokes, tricks, misunderstandings, teasing, funny costumes, 
slapsti ck...] Now invite them to read and listen for how Shakespeare creates humour in Twelft h Night.

Aft er reading
Ask the class what are the diff erent comedy techniques they have noti ced in the story [disguise, 
mistaken identi ty, pranks, wordplay, etc.] 

Everything ends happily... just. What if Sebasti an hadn’t arrived on the scene to marry Olivia? What if 
Olivia hadn’t discovered the truth about Malvolio? Shakespeare’s comedies oft en have this darker potenti al: 
you’ll fi nd it in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, also available as an Usborne English Learner’s Editi on.

Did you know?
In Shakespeare’s day, most actors were male. Boys and men would dress up as the female characters, 
making Viola’s disguise more believable, but also adding to the comedy: a man dressed up as a woman 
dressed up as a man. Shakespeare used the device in other plays, too, e.g. Rosalind-Ganymede in As You 
Like It.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.

Twelfth Night • Teacher’s notes
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Around the World in Eighty Days • Worksheet answers

5. Fill in the country names in the right order to complete Fogg’s journey around the world.

4. Match the problems Passepartout and Fogg face with their soluti ons.

A.  “The track ends here.”

B.  “Princess Aouda will be burned to death 
beside her husband.”

C.  Fogg and Passepartout faced a week in jail.

D.  The warriors took over driving the train.

E. “The coal for the boiler’s running out!”
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Passepartout crawled under the train and 
unhooked the engine.

Then Fogg off ered the court two thousand pounds.

Fogg ordered the sailors to cut down the mast 
and chop it into logs.

Passepartout found an elephant to ride on.

Passepartout disguised himself as the prince’s ghost.

1. Put the nouns in the right places to complete the paragraph. 
You may need to use the same word twice.

Every .............................. , he left  his .............................. at exactly 11:30 

and walked 576 .............................. to his .............................. . Then he

ate .............................. . Aft er .............................. , Fogg read three

.............................. from .............................. to  .............................. .

Aft er that, he played  ..............................  with his  .............................. .

Italy Egypt (North Africa)

France America

Japan Hong Kong

Singapore England

India Shanghai (China)

1 & 11. .....................................

2. .....................................

3. .....................................

4. .....................................

5. .....................................

6. .....................................

7. .....................................

10. .....................................

9. .....................................

8. .....................................

3. Match each word in line A with the word it describes in line B.

A.  grinning grimacing raging perfectly giganti c dreadful

B. waves wind calm mistake ti gers monkeys

club lunch

cover friends

cards newspapers

steps house

morning 

2. Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below. 

A. Fogg sent passport to get his Passepartout stamped.

B. Fix quickly packed a small ship and boarded a bag for India.

C. When the priest tugged them from his fi ght, he started a feet.

D. “Now I’ve seen the law break the butler, I can make sure he’s arrested.”

England
France

Italy
Egypt

India

Singapore

Hong Kong

Japan
America

Shanghai

morning house
steps club

lunch lunch
newspapers cover cover

cards friends
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About the story
Phileas Fogg is a late nineteenth-century English gentleman who spends his days in his London club, 
precisely 576 steps away from his London home. Each week is the same, unti l he reads the claim in a 
newspaper that it’s possible to travel around the world in only eighty days. In an age before planes, high-
speed trains and even cars, this seems far-fetched, but Fogg bets his friends £20,000 that he can pull it off , 
and races home to pack. Or rather, his comical butler, Passepartout, packs while Fogg calls instructi ons, 
and soon they are travelling through Europe to Suez in North Africa, from where they will sail for India.

In a highly unfortunate case of mistaken identi ty, a certain Inspector Fix decides that Fogg is a runaway 
thief who has just robbed the Bank of England. He proceeds to chase Fogg around the world, fi rst to India 
and Hong Kong, then on to America.

Fogg has no idea that he’s a wanted criminal. His only concern is completi ng his journey, which proves 
endlessly challenging. He rescues a princess from a funeral pyre in India, misses the steamer in Hong 
Kong, temporarily loses Passepartout to a troop of acrobats and comes under att ack from a band of Sioux 
warriors. On the fi nal sea journey the ship runs out of coal, so Fogg orders the men to burn the masts,  
furniture and even the decks instead. He fi nally arrives in England with Passepartout and the Indian 
princess. There’s just enough ti me to catch the train to London – unti l Fogg is arrested by Inspector Fix.

Three hours later, Fogg is released with a pardon. They race to London, only to arrive 10 minutes too late. 
At least, that’s what they think;  but they haven’t accounted for crossing the ti me zones from west to east, 
and have in fact arrived a day early! Fogg wins his bet – and marries the Indian princess.

About the author
Jules Verne (1828-1905) was a French writer, best known for his adventure novels, including Journey to 
the Centre of the Earth and Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea. Verne was fascinated by travel, 
though most of his journeys took place in his imaginati on. He’s one of the world’s most translated authors.

Author: Jules Verne, adapted by Jane Bingham

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2417 

Lexile level: 640L

Text type: Adapted classic

 

p13 trail
p17 to the rescue
p20 bungalow
p21 procession
p22 warriors
 custom

p6 convinced
p8 butler
 acrobat
p11 inspector
 quay
 proof

p26 disguised
p29 in a panic
p32 inn
p33 detecti ve
p35 steamer
 lift  [ride]

p37 sails hoisted
 signal
p38 in the 

meanti me
p39 in despair
 heading

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt 
the fl ow of the story oft en to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words 
as they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sti cky notes or index tabs. Encourage 
them to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word? Can they guess from the 
context (e.g. “disguised” followed by “as the prince” must mean dressed to look like)? You could look 
at diff erent strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or themati c lists.

p45 obstacle
p49 land yacht
p51 boiler
p53 hull
p58 fortune
p59 overjoyed
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p29 Would you stay calm, as Fogg does, or panic 
like Passepartout?

p43 How would you describe Inspector Fix? Do 
you think he’ll manage to arrest Fogg?

p47  How would you describe Passepartout?
p50 How does Fogg manage to fi nd a ship each 

ti me? Would he sti ll manage if didn’t have 
any money?

p53 Can you imagine sailing on a ship with only a 
metal hull?

p55 How do you think Fix feels aft er chasing the 
wrong man all the way around the world?

p61 How had Fogg gained an extra day? [He kept 
moving into earlier ti me zones.]

p62 Can you see who else is at the wedding?

p5 Do you think this would be a nice way to 
spend your days? Would you get a bit bored?

p7 What do you think tempted Fogg to make 
his bet? Did he just want to prove his friends 
wrong or was he in need of a change?

p9 What type of train is it? Can you see all the 
steam?

p13 Do you know where Bombay is? [Bombay is 
the Briti sh name for what is now Mumbai, 
one of the largest citi es in India.]

p17 Do you think it’s strange that Fogg’s not 
interested in the exoti c surroundings?

p20 Have you ever ridden on an elephant? What 
was it like, or how do you think it would feel?

p25  Can you guess Passepartout’s plan?

Before reading
Gather together as many real-life items relati ng to travel, or images of them, as you can fi nd. Examples 
might be train ti ckets and boarding cards; passport; photos of buses, trains, ships and planes and of 
stati ons, harbours and airports; postcards and holiday snaps. Try to include a few unusual or historic 
forms of transport too, such as steam trains and horse-drawn carriages.

Show the class your collecti on, and discuss your journeys and theirs. Has anyone been all around the 
world? How long did they take on the journey? What do students think is the fastest one can travel 
around the world? (A French supersonic plane, now no longer in service, completed a round-the-world 
fl ight in 31 hours in 1995.) And If you couldn’t travel by plane? (A fast French trimaran – sailing boat – 
completed the journey in just over 45 days in 2011-2012.)

Show students the book’s cover. Do any of them know the story? Perhaps they have read it in their own 
language. What form of transport are the characters using? What other forms might  be in the book? 
Make a list on the board, and check them or add to them as you read. By the end you should have: train, 
ship/steamer, elephant, carriage, small boat and land yacht. Someti mes Fogg and his friends walk, too!

Aft er reading
Ask the class to imagine how Fogg’s life will change now. Do you think he will sti ll go to the club every 
day, now that he is married? (Some Victorian gentlemen did!) Where might he and Aouda go on their 
honeymoon? Do you think they’d like to travel some more, maybe at a more leisurely pace?

Jules Verne wrote originally in French for adult readers, but in English-speaking countries he’s popular 
as a children’s author. That’s because his novels have oft en been adapted and abridged for younger 
readers. Can you see why this story might appeal to both adults and children? 

Other stories by Verne include Journey to the Centre of the Earth and Twenty Thousand Leagues Under 
the Sea. Ask the class to think of some more exciti ng-sounding ti tles for adventure stories. Perhaps they 
could search online for some interesti ng-sounding ti tles (in English) of real-life adventures.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.

Around the World in Eighty Days • Teacher’s notes
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The Wind in the Willows • Worksheet answers

1.	What	or	who	do	the	phrases	below	describe?	Write	the	answer	after	each	one.	 
(The same answer may be used more than once.)

4. Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below.

A.	Toad	was	at	the	driving	door	adjusting	his	front	goggles.

B.	 Toad	was	on	duty	when	Rat	asked	for	a	doctor	and	a	lawyer.	

C.	 Feeling	very	pleased	with	himself,	he	went	inn	until	he	reached	an	on.

D.	As	if	in	a	engine,	Toad	started	the	dream...

E.	 The	jailer’s	daughter	noticed	and	it	made	her	thin	to	see	him	so	sad	and	unhappy.

F.	 She	piled	him	a	plate	handed	high	with	hot	buttered	toast.

5.	 Choose	the	word	on	the	right	that	best	matches	the	phrase	on	the	left.

A.	 “I	am	just	too	clever	for	Ratty.”

B.	 He	drove	off	at	top	speed.

C.		Then,	with	a	leap	of	his	heart,	he	remembered	–	he	was	free!

D.	 “This	is	the	end	of	everything.”
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reckless

despairing

boastful

relieved

2.  Cross out the word in each group which doesn’t mean the same, 
or almost the same, as the other three.

A.	 coughing	-	chattering	-	spluttering	-	choking

B.	 victims	-	scoundrels	-	villains	-	rascals

C.	 scared	-	frightened	-	fearless	-	afraid

D.	 cheerful	-	reckless	-	happy	-	carefree

3.	 Match	the	questions	with	their	answers.

A.	 “How’s	Toad?”

B.	 “What’s	over	there?”

C.	 “Whatever	happened?”

D.	 “Can	we	visit	Mr.	Toad?”

E.		“I	thought	you	had	a	new	boat?”

F.	 “Would	you	like	to	come	over?”

”Oh,	that’s	the	Wild	Wood.”

“Of	course!”

“Going	from	bad	to	worse.”	

“It’s	all	very	well	to	talk.”

“It’s	quite	a	story...”

“Oh	pooh!”

A.	 rippling	with	glints	and	gleams	and	sparkles	.....................

B.	 a	soggy	lump	of	misery	.....................

C.	 a	grand	house	with	a	lawn	that	went	right	down	to	the	river	.....................

D.	a	hopelessly	bad	driver	.....................

E.	 a	small	brown	face	with	whiskers	.....................

F.	 a	changed	animal	.....................

The river

Toad
Ratty

Toad
Toad Hall

Mole
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About the story
Mole is fed up with spring-cleaning. He wanders out into the sunshine, discovers the river for the first 
time and makes a new friend, the Water Rat. Rat takes Mole for a row, and invites him to stay. In the 
summer, they visit Rat’s friend Toad at his riverside mansion, Toad Hall. Toad persuades them to join him in 
his latest venture, a horse-drawn caravan – a pleasant enough trip until a speeding car knocks the caravan 
over. Rat and Mole are outraged, but Toad is mesmerised. For him, the car is now the only way to travel. 

While Toad pursues his new passion, Mole is curious to meet Rat’s old friend Badger. That winter, he 
ventures alone into the Wild Wood and is soon lost and frightened. Ratty comes to his rescue, and as 
the snow begins to fall they stumble upon Badger’s house. Their conversation turns to Toad’s reckless 
driving, and when spring returns they are determined to cure Toad of his car obsession. 

Toad refuses to listen to his friends’ advice. He steals another car and ends up in prison with a lengthy 
sentence. Fortunately, the jailer’s daughter takes pity on him and helps him to escape. His return is not 
as triumphant as he hopes. Toad Hall has been taken over by weasels and stoats, but Badger has a plan 
to reclaim it. Through a secret tunnel, Badger, Rat, Mole and Toad make a surprise attack and scare the 
intruders away. Toad celebrates with his three friends, and decides to embrace a quiet life by the river.

About the author 
Kenneth Grahame was born in 1932. When he was five, his mother died and he went to live with his 
grandmother in Berkshire, close to the River Thames which inspired The Wind in the Willows. After leaving 
school, he made a career at the Bank of England, but his real passion was writing. He wrote essays and 
short stories, including The Reluctant Dragon (also available as an Usborne English Learner’s Edition). He 
first created the character Toad to amuse his son, Alastair, and The Wind in the Willows was based on their 
bedtime stories. It was published in 1908, and became one of the best-loved English classics for children. 

Author: Kenneth Grahame, adapted by Lesley Sims

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2443

Lexile level: 570L

Text type: Adapted children’s classic

	

p14 spluttering
p15 a soggy lump 

  of misery
 squelched
p19 ambling
p20 villains
 scoundrels
p21 scoffed

p3 flinging down
p4 scrabbled
p5 bewitched
p6 gazing
p7 grumbled
p11  gasped
 gear
p13 plunged

p22 snoozing
p23 dusk fell
 shrill
p24 panic
p26 whimpered
p27 doorscraper 
p28 burrow
p31 fines

 take him in   
   hand
p35 stern
p36 see sense
p39 scurry
p43 dungeon
 jailer
p45 washerwoman

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt the 
flow of the story often to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words as 
they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sticky notes or index tabs. Encourage them 
to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word (e.g. “witch” in “bewitched”)? Can 
they guess from the context (e.g. “ambling” in “ambling along” must describe movement)? You could 
look at different strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or thematic lists.

p47 stumbled
p48  bargewoman
 solitary
p51 drenched
p52  distinguished
p55 recapture
p63 boastful
 reckless
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p27 Can you guess why Ratty is pleased even 
though Mole is hurt?

p31 If you had a friend like Toad, how would you 
“take him in hand”?

p34 Why did drivers wear goggles in those days? 
[Look at the open-top car design.]

p37 Why would Toad ask for a doctor and a 
lawyer?

p41  What is Toad actually doing? [Stealing the 
car.] Do you think he sees it that way?

p45 What kind of person is the jailer’s daughter? 
p50 Do you think Toad can do the washing? 

Could you? (There’s no washing machine!) 
p54 Who are the Wild Wooders?
p59 The four friends are outnumbered. What 

advantage do they have? [Surprise]

p5 What do you think it’s like seeing a river  
for the first time? Do you live near a river?  
Is this how you would describe it?

p10 What kind of animals are weasels, stoats and 
foxes, and why are they dangerous? (They’ll 
be important later in the story.)

p12 How would you describe Toad from what Rat 
says abut him?

p18 Look at the picture. How does Toad feel 
about the trip? How do Rat and Mole feel?

p20 What kind of car is this? Can you guess when 
the story is set? Were there many cars then?

p21 Why doesn’t Toad care that his caravan is 
ruined?

p23 How would you describe Mole on this page?
 [Brave? Foolish? Frightened?]

Before reading
Before the class, you may like to search for some pictures of weeping willows by a river; choose pictures 
that are as sunny and idyllic as you can find. Search also for pictures of the animals in the story: mole, 
vole (water rat), toad and badger. One or two may be rare or unknown in your students’ home country.

Show students the willow tree pictures, or draw a willow tree on the board, and ask if they know what 
it is. Do they know or can they guess where it might grow – near water? If you drew a tree, add some 
flowing water beside it. Write the following words on the board: calm, angry, exciting, stormy, gentle, 
tragic, sunny. Ask which words you think describe the tree and river scene.

Show the animal pictures, and see which ones students recognize and can name. What do they know 
about each animal? For example, moles live underground; voles or water rats live in riverside burrows; 
badgers live in farmland and woodland and are nocturnal. How do students feel about toads? Which 
animal do they like best and like least of the ones you have shown them? Write the words: curious, 
cheerful, serious, impulsive on the board, and explain if you need to. Ask which word students think 
might describe each animal (don’t push for a definitive answer). Then show the book’s front and back 
cover, and see which words students think best describe the two scenes and the characters in them.

After reading
What do you think Toad has learned from his adventures? Do you think he’ll be content with a quiet life 
by the river?

Did you like Toad’s character? You could say he’s spoiled and irresponsible – but somehow his friends 
forgive him and so do we. Why do you think we come to like him?

The story has people such as the judge and the jailer’s daughter alongside talking animals (who live in 
houses as well as burrows, and row boats and drive cars). Why do you think adventures involving talking 
animals are so popular? Can you think of any others – traditional tales or modern stories?

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questions.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The first reading is in a British English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.

The Wind in the Willows • Teacher’s notes
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The Firebird • Worksheet answers

1.	 Cross	out	the	word	in	each	group	which	doesn’t	mean	the	same,	
or	almost	the	same,	as	the	other	three.

A.	magnificent	-	splendid	-	magical	-	spectacular

B.	 blossomed	-	flowered	-	bloomed	-	covered

C.	 astonished	-	amazed	-	horrified	-	astounded

D.	 sparkling	-	scorching	-	blazing	-	burning

E.	 sunrise	-	dusk	-	daybreak	-	dawn

F.	 magician	-	devil	-	wizard	-	sorcerer

3.  In Chapter Three, there’s a similar pattern of events at each palace. Can you put them in order?

A.	The	king	asks	Ivan	to	do	something	for	him.		..........

B.	 Silver	Wolf	gives	Ivan	a	piece	of	advice.		..........

C.	 Ivan	finds	what	he	was	looking	for.		..........

D.	 Ivan	is	brought	before	the	king.		..........

E.	 Ivan	quietly	makes	his	way	into	the	palace.		..........

F.	 Bells	and	alarms	sound.		..........

G.	Ivan	tries	to	follow	Silver	Wolf’s	advice,	but	something	prevents	him.		..........

H.	Guards	rush	in,	and	drag	Ivan	off	to	the	palace	prison.		..........

4.  Cross out the mistakes in the sentences below, and write corrections at the end of the sentence.

A.	 Silver	Wolf	leaped	over	the	castle	wall	when	he	thought	the	princess	was	asleep.	..............................

B.	 The	princess	was	afraid	Koshchey	would	turn	her	to	stone,	like	all	the	other	knights.	...........................	

C.	 The	princess	told	Ivan	where	to	find	the	box	that	held	Koshchey’s	soul.	..............................

D.	 Ivan	threw	the	golden	egg	in	the	air,	and	it	smashed	into	pieces.	..............................																 	 	

5. Match the kings to the statements on the right. Some are true for more than one king.

A.	King	Afron...

B.	 King	Dalmat...

C.	 Ivan’s	father...

2.  Choose the word on the right that best matches the sense of the phrase on the left.

A.	Prince	Ivan	didn’t	let	his	brothers	stop	him.

B.	 Snow	muffled	all	sounds	except	his	horse’s	careful	footprints.

C.	 His	horse	had	chosen	to	die	in	order	to	save	him.

D.	Take	the	Firebird	but,	whatever	you	do,	don’t	touch	her	cage.
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warning

devoted

determined

quiet

...settled	an	old	quarrel.

...was	overjoyed	to	see	his	daughter	again.

...was	delighted	that	Ivan	married	the	princess.

...finally	set	the	Firebird	free.

8

Ivan

6
4

5
2

7
3

1

to the ground
Silver Wolf

Koshchey
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About the story
A king takes great pride in his magical orchard, in which the most precious tree grows golden apples. One 
morning, the king discovers that an apple is missing. Even though the orchard is well guarded, one more 
apple disappears each night. The king’s sons try to catch the thief, but the two elder sons fall asleep, and 
it is the youngest, Prince Ivan, who sees the Firebird swooping down to take an apple. He tries to catch 
the bird, but only manages to keep a single feather.

When the King hears about the Firebird, he wants to have it, and each son in turn goes in search of it. 
After his brothers come back empty-handed, Ivan sets out but is attacked in the forest by a silver wolf 
who kills his horse. However, Silver Wolf is able to help Ivan by flying through the air to King Dalmat’s 
palace where the Firebird is. Discovered by Dalmat’s guards, Ivan is sent to King Afron’s palace to capture 
the Horse of Power; King Afron then sends him to the sorcerer Koshchey’s castle to resuce his daughter.

Ivan tries to resuce the princess while the sorcerer is sleeping, but he is discovered by Koshchey who 
tries to turn him to stone. The Firebird’s feather falls onto Ivan’s feet and reverses the spell, and while 
Silver Wolf distracts Koshchey, Ivan finds the iron-bound box where the sorcerer’s soul is hidden inside a 
golden egg. Ivan smashes the egg, destroying the sorcerer and his castle and setting free the city buried 
beneath. He returns home with the princess as his bride, and the King his father lets the Firebird go free.

About the author 
Mairi Mackinnon has lived in Scotland, France, Italy and Spain, and worked as a teacher, translator, 
musician, bookseller, nanny, cook and bus driver before settling down in London, where she has written 
over forty books for children. She has always loved Russian folk tales, and spent some months trying to 
learn Russian, without ever entirely mastering the past tense – a disadvantage in storytelling. She has 
three children of her own, five or six violins, a beautiful old piano and a house full of other people’s books.

Author: Traditional, retold by Mairi Mackinnon

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2390

Lexile level: 730L

Text type: Folk tale from Russia

	

p16 empty-  
 handed

p19 bitterly cold
p20 peering
p22 broke down  

 and cried
p23 murmured
p26 soared

p3 orchard
p6 astonished
p7 determined
p11 horrified
p12 shrugged
p13 unbearably  

 sleepy
p15 scorching

p28 crept
p30 a common  

 thief
p33 bridle
p37 put his head  

 in his hands
p38 sorcerer
p40 teeming

p42 fountain
p43 overjoyed
p44 defiance
p45 hideous
p46 demons
p47 soul
p48 numbness
p50 struggled

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt the 
flow of the story often to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words as 
they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sticky notes or index tabs. Encourage them 
to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word (e.g. “king” in “kingdom”)? Can they 
guess from the context (e.g. “jingled” in “jingled like tiny bells” must describe a sound)? You could 
look at different strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or thematic lists.

p51 gleaming
p52 unearthed
p54 exclaimed
p55 crumbled
p56 glittering
p59 celebrated
p60 settled their  

 quarrel
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but they might well guess that the king is 
going to ask him to bring something back.]

p43 “Just like the others...” Look at the statues 
on p42. Can you guess what they were trying 
to do?

p48 What do you think is inside the box?
p54-55 Can you pick out all the words on these 

two pages that have to do with sounds? [e.g. 
silence, cracking, murmuring, exclaimed...]

p59 Why does it mention that “Silver Wolf 
thought he could never be hungry again”? 
[Remember how Ivan met Silver Wolf.]

p61 How do you think Ivan’s brothers felt when 
he came home?

p62 How has the King changed since he first 
heard about the Firebird? What do you think 
made him change?

p5 Can you guess what is going to happen?  
[i.e. what can you predict from the mentions 
of high wall, locked gate and guards?]

p9 “The thief hadn’t left so much as a 
footprint...” How is that possible?

p16 What is the difference between the two 
elder princes and Prince Ivan? Why do they 
think he will fail? Do you think he will?

p20 Which path would you choose?
p27 Do you think Ivan will listen to Silver Wolf’s 

advice?
p32 What three things can Silver Wolf do that 

show he is a magical creature? [Speak, fly 
through the air, read Ivan’s mind.]

p33 What do you guess is going to happen now?
p37 What do you think King Afron will ask Ivan  

to do? [Students needn’t be too specific,  

Before reading
You may like to search in advance for some pictures of mythical beasts such as: dragon, sphinx, griffon, 
unicorn, phoenix, sea monster. (A firebird is similar to a phoenix, although isn’t associated with the same 
regeneration legend.) If you are able to play music or soundfiles, you could look for recordings or clips of 
the Stravinsky ballet suite to play as students are settling in their places.

Write the heading MYTHICAL ZOO on the board. Encourage students to suggest creatures they would 
expect to find in it. What do they know about the creatures and their qualities? You might even like to 
map the zoo on the board, and think of the animals’ different needs (e.g. a lake for the sea monster, a 
covered enclosure with plenty of grass for the unicorns.) See if one of the students suggests a phoenix, 
or introduce the idea yourself.

Show students the cover of the book. Ask if they think a firebird is the same as a phoenix. Interestingly, 
there are phoenix or firebird legends across North Africa, Europe and Asia, from Ancient Egypt and 
Greece through Arabic, Indian and Persian mythology to China and Japan. This one is taken from one of 
the best-loved stories in Russia.

After reading
Look at the note on p64. Are any students familiar with the ballet? It is based on a shorter version of the 
story, without the characters of Silver Wolf or the kings. You may be able to search for pictures of the 
ballet costumes, which can be spectacular, and you may find movie clips to watch, too.

Ask students if they noticed a number pattern in the story – things happening a number of times. Which 
number? [Three: three brothers, three kings, three tasks...] Go back through the book and see how many 
threes you can spot. Three is often a special, significant number in myths and legends, fairy tales and folk 
tales – can you think of any other examples?

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questions.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The first reading is in a British English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.

The Firebird • Teacher’s notes
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The Story of Football • Worksheet answers

1.	 Match	the	two	halves	of	the	sentences,	then	number	them	1	to	5	in	story	order.

A.	 Medieval	villagers...

B.	 Roman	soldiers...

C.	 19th	century	schoolboys...

D.	Chinese	soldiers...

E.		The	Lord	Mayor	of	London...	

4.  Cross out the mistakes in the sentences below, and write corrections at the end of the sentence.

A.	 William	Webb	Ellis	decided	he’d	rather	drop	the	ball	than	kick	it.	............................

B.	 The	main	rule	of	rugby	was	that	players	couldn’t	pass	the	ball	backwards.	............................

C.	 In	Australian	Rules	Football,	players	score	by	handling	the	ball	between	towering	posts.

	 ............................
D.	Walter	Camp	increased	the	number	of	players	on	each	team.	............................

E.	 American	Football	players	began	to	hide	padding	in	their	shoes	to	shield	themselves	against	the	

	 bone-crunching	tackles.	............................

3. Match the words with their definitions.

5.	 Put	the	nouns	in	the	right	places	to	complete	the	paragraph.

As	the	......................	began,	there	was	so	much	......................		

that	the	......................	couldn’t	even	see	the	......................	.		

Both	......................	decided	to	use	the	bad	......................		

to	their	.....................	..	Then	the	Russian	......................		

sneaked	four	extra	......................	onto	the	......................	.

2.		Cross	out	the	word	in	each	group	which	doesn’t	mean	the	same,	
or	almost	the	same,	as	the	other	three.

A.	 handle	-	tackle	-	carry	-	hold

B.	 fast	-	vicious	-	brutal	-	ferocious

C.	 opponent	-	rival	-	team	-	opposition

D.	 competition	-	tournament	-	championship	-	match

Usborne English

	 side	 players

	 fog	 teams

	 game	 weather

	 ball	 advantage

	 pitch	 players

...banned	it	from	the	city’s	streets.

...played	on	pitches	with	goalmouths.

...booted	the	ball	into	a	tiny	net.	

...kicked	the	ball	from	one	village	to	another.

...ran	with	the	ball	and	kicked	it	over	the	other	team’s	line.

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

A.	afford

B.	 referee

C.	 federation

D.	 tournament

E.		qualify	

a	union	of	countries,	states,	groups	or	associations	with	a	central	authority

pass	a	test	to	be	allowed	to	do	something

be	able	to	pay	for

a	person	who	makes	sure	the	rules	of	a	game	are	followed

a	series	of	contests	in	which	winners	at	each	stage	play	each	other		
until	there	is	one	overall	winner

3

4
1
5
2

carry

shirts

reduced
booting  (or kicking)

forwards

game fog
players ball

teams weather
advantage side

players pitch
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About the story
People have always loved kicking a ball around. Over 2,000 years ago, in different corners of the world, 
the Chinese and Roman armies were kicking balls as part of their training. The Romans may well have 
introduced the game to Britain, where it became increasingly popular until the Middle Ages. By this time 
matches between rival villages involved hundreds of players, and were mainly an excuse for a ferocious 
fight. The only thing that wasn’t allowed was all-out murder.

The game became popular in English schools in the 19th century, and some rules emerged although they 
varied widely from school to school. To allow schools to compete against each other, in 1863 a group of 
students created the Football Association (F.A.) to draw up a standard set of rules. The game became 
increasingly organized, with referees, competitions and leagues. As people started to travel more widely, 
the game spread around the world, and 1930 saw the first World Cup tournament in South America.

Rugby and American football also emerged as distinct, ball-kicking sports, with the added twist of 
players being able to run with the ball, and of course the oval shape which makes it easier to handle. 
Football and rugby games have been played in many surprising places, from the Egyptian desert to the 
battlefields of the First World War, and with 1 in 25 people in the planet now playing in a team of some 
kind, the game is more popular than ever.

About the author	
Rob Lloyd Jones never wanted to be a writer when he grew up. He wanted to be a fireman, or a polar 
explorer, or a deep-sea diver, and sometimes a pirate too. But when it came down to it, he didn’t much 
like fire or ice, or sharks, or even swords, so he decided to write about them instead. Since then, he’s 
written over thirty books for children, on subjects ranging from Ancient Egypt to modern London. 	
He loves it. But he still dreams about being a fireman.

Author: Rob Lloyd Jones

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 1959

Lexile level: 840L

Text type: Non-fiction (history, sports)

	

p14 Lord Mayor
p16 pitches
p19 handle
p22 opposition
p23 strikers
p24 tournament
p25 opponents
 train fare

p4 battle
p6 trained
p8 conquered
p9 mobs
	 Viking
p11 ferocious
 spectators
p13 murder

p26 dinner suits
 foul
p27 misbehaving
p32 final whistle
p33 stadium
 qualified
p34 leagues
p38 chaotic

p39 tackle
 pile-ups
p45 pretty rough	

  stuff
	 disguises
p47 reduced
p48 brutal
	 hurled

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt the 
flow of the story often to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words as 
they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sticky notes or index tabs. Encourage them 
to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word (e.g. “hand” in “handle”)? Can they 
guess from the context (e.g. “grim” in “grim warning” must mean something serious)? You could look 
at different strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or thematic lists.

p49 padding
p50 getting kitted	

  out
p52 broadcast
p55 trenches
p56 grim
p58 to their	

  advantage
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throw? What happens when they bounce?
p38 Do any students play or watch rubgy? In 

which countries is it a popular sport?
p51 What are the advantages and disadvantages 

of protective clothing? [e.g. safety versus 
comfort and freedom of movement]

p53 How do you think broadcasting games on tv 
has changed the sport? [more spectators, 
more money for the players, more pressure]

p54 The soldiers didn’t speak each other’s 
languages – do you think that mattered? 

p57 What message did the players’ actions 
send to the people of Ukraine? And to the 
German army?

p58 Do teams play in bad weather today? 	
[yes, in heavy rain and even snow, but not 
on frozen ground] 

p3 What do you think the outside of the ball 
was made of? [Probably goatskin.] What are 
balls made of today? [Leather or plastic.]

p4 Does this remind you of any modern game? 
[for example basketball or netball]

p12-13 Why do you think this game was so 
popular? [You could mention that fighting 
was far more common in everyday life, and 
there were fewer other entertainments.]

p19 Has anyone heard of the FA or the FA Cup? 
Do students know any major leagues in 
other countries, such as Germany or Italy?

p24 How does a knock-out tournament work?
p34 Who are the world’s most famous players 

today? Where do they come from, and 
which teams do they play for?

p37 Why are oval balls easier to handle and 

Before reading
For many classes, the difficulty will not be starting a discussion on football but getting it to stop! You’ll 
also need to take care that the most football-minded students don’t dominate the discussion to the 
exclusion of others. You might prepare for the lesson by asking in advance if any students have a team 
shirt, and inviting them to bring in and wear their shirts. You could also search for images of rugby, 
American Football and other football-related games.

Start a short, controlled discussion of which students play regularly – in school, in league games or with 
friends for fun. Have any students been to professional matches? What makes the difference between 
a match with friends and a professional match? (You might suggest that it’s not just the star players but 
also the dedicated, marked-out pitch, and match officials such as referee and linesmen.) Have matches	
always had rules and officials? When do you think they were introduced, and who made them up?

Does football always mean soccer? Do students know of any other types? Show them the pictures and 
see how many they can name, and if they know what makes them different.

After reading
Football is the most popular team sport in the world, and is developing fast in many countries that don’t 
have a football tradition, such as China. Why do students think it makes such a good team activity? Think 
about: how easy it is to play; the basic equipment you need; how easy it is to find people to play with; 
how much skill is involved; what it’s like as a spectator sport.

If you have a major national or international tournament coming up, you could run a class sweepstake. 
Write the names of the teams on slips of paper, and then have each student draw a team (or several 
teams, if you have fewer students) out of a hat. Follow the tournament as students’ teams are knocked 
out - you might make a wallchart or find one in a newspaper or online. You could have a token prize 
(maybe chocolate footballs?) for the overall winner.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questions.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The first reading is in a British English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.

The Story of Football • Teacher’s notes
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Romeo & Juliet • Worksheet answers

2.  Cross out the mistakes in the sentences below, and write correcti ons at the end of the sentence.

A. Romeo was waiti ng for her and the nurse performed the secret wedding at once.  ................................

B. Romeo dropped the poison and ran for his life.  .................................

C. Love spread fast in Verona and the nurse soon heard what had happened.  .................................

D. That night, Romeo went again to the Montagues’ garden and climbed up the ivy to Juliet’s balcony.

     .................................

E. Friar Laurence was planti ng messages in his garden when Juliet arrived.  .................................

3.  Put the nouns in the right places to complete the paragraph.

 That .......................... , Juliet sat on her .......................... . Carefully  

 she uncorked the .......................... Friar Laurence had given her and 

 drank every last .......................... of the bitt er .......................... . 

 A few ........................ later, she fell into a deep, deep ........................ .  

4. Choose the word on the right that best matches the sense of the phrase on the left .

A. The families were sworn enemies and they were always fi ghti ng.

B. “Your body will be cold and it will look as if you’re dead.”

C. “Of course I’ll marry Count Paris on Thursday.”

D. But Romeo saw he was poor and off ered him forty gold coins.

Usborne English

trick

bribe

lie

feud

1. Match the two halves of the sentences, then number them from 1 to 5 in story order.

A. When the party ended...

B. Benvolio and Mercuti o 
wanted to dance...

C. At the Capulets’ mansion...

D. When Romeo kissed her...

E.  Straightening her dress... 

...the place was buzzing with excitement.

...Juliet went down the grand marble 
staircase to the banqueti ng hall.

...but Romeo stood sti ll.

...she felt her heart fl utt ering.

...Romeo sneaked outside and 
hid in the Capulets’ garden.

........

........

........

........

........

bott le sleep

drop moments

bed night

         poti on

5. Divide the words below into two 
categories, and write them in lists under 
the emoti on you think they match best. 

   snarled woe feud

 desperate raged heartbroken

  scowled sobbed furious

   hatred unhappy wept

  ANGER    SADNESS

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

sleep

5

2
4
1

3

gossip

Capulets’
herbs

sword
friar

moments
potiondrop

bottle
bednight

snarled
feud

raged
scowled
furious
hatred

woe
desperate

heartbroken
sobbed

unhappy
wept
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About the story
The Montague and Capulet families of Verona in Italy are sworn enemies. Aft er yet another fi ght 
between them, the Prince orders the violence to end. That night two Montague cousins, Romeo and 
Benvolio, and their friend Mercuti o, decide to gatecrash a masked ball at the Capulets’ mansion. Juliet 
Capulet is also there, reluctantly meeti ng Count Paris, the man her parents want her to marry.

Romeo catches sight of Juliet at the ball and immediately falls for her. When she leaves the hall to escape 
Count Paris, Romeo follows. He kisses her and she falls in love. Only aft erwards does he realize she’s a 
Capulet. That night he hides in the garden and calls to Juliet on her balcony. They decide their only hope 
is to marry in secret. The next day, Friar Laurence marries the young couple, hoping the match will unite 
the two families. While Juliet hurries home, Romeo fi nds his friends arguing with Tybalt Capulet. Tybalt 
and Mercuti o start fi ghti ng and Mercuti o is killed. Without thinking, Romeo att acks Tybalt and kills him.

Romeo is banished to Mantua, while Juliet’s parents sti ll expect her to marry Count Paris. Friar Laurence 
devises a plan, giving Juliet a poti on that will put her into a deathlike sleep for two days. He says her 
family will put her in the family tomb while they arrange a funeral; then, when she wakes, Romeo will 
be there to take her away. Tragically, Romeo hears of Juliet’s death before the friar’s messenger reaches 
him. He rushes to the tomb and takes his own life next to Juliet. She wakes up, sees her love is dead and 
stabs herself. The couple are buried side by side and the two familes are fi nally reconciled in grief.

About the author
William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was born in Stratf ord-upon-Avon, England, and became famous as 
an actor and writer when he moved to London. He wrote hundreds of poems and almost 40 plays, 
celebrated worldwide for their dramati c range, dazzling use of language, complex characters and enduring 
stories. Romeo & Juliet is perhaps the world’s most famous tragic love story.

Author: William Shakespeare, adapted by Anna Claybourne

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2555

Lexile level: 490L

Text type: Adapted classic

 

p13 horrifi ed
 banqueti ng
p14 couldn’t take  
   his eyes off ...
p17 have a fi t
 groaned
p21 monk
p24 beloved

p6 sworn 
    enemies
p7 feud
 put to death
p8 sensible
p9 masked ball
p10 disguises
p11 mansion

p28 challenge to 
   a duel

 taunted
 coward
p29 franti cally
p31 to blame
 banish
p32 gossip

p33 heartbroken
p35 forgive
p38 scowled
p42 poti on
 coma
p43 tomb
p45 trembling
p46 see sense

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt the 
fl ow of the story oft en to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words as 
they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sti cky notes or index tabs. Encourage them 
to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word (e.g. “love” in “beloved”)? Can they 
guess from the context (e.g. “grief” in “died of grief” must describe sadness at a death)? You could 
look at diff erent strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or themati c lists.

p47 uncorked
p52 apothecary
 against the law
p54 grief
p55 trespassing
 slain
p60 dagger
p61 summoned
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p30 ... and did Romeo intend to kill Tybalt?
p37 Why do you think the wedding is so soon?
 [Perhaps they don’t want Count Paris to 

change his mind, or Juliet to run away.]
p41 Can people get married twice? Do you think 

the nurse is serious?
p44 Do you think this sounds a good plan?
p47 How must Juliet be feeling as she uncorks 

the bott le? [Frightened? Hopeful?]
p50 What was the fastest way for news to travel 

in those days? [Via a messenger on a fast 
horse.]

p55 Did Romeo mean to kill Count Paris?
p60 What do their acti ons say about their love 

for each other?
p62 Do you think the peace will last?

p5 Does this look like a modern scene? When 
and where (which country) do you think it 
was set? 

p6 Are rival gangs a thing of the past?
p12  What’s the nurse’s job? [She’s not a medical 

nurse, she’s there to look aft er Juliet and 
probably has done since she was a baby.]

 Is thirteen quite young to get married? At 
what age do people marry nowadays?

p16 Is kissing someone you’ve just met a shy 
thing to do? Do you think Romeo has ever 
felt this way before? How about Juliet?

p23 Why do you think the friar agrees to help?
p29 Why do you think there’s so much anger and 

resentment between the two families?
 Did Tybalt actually intend to kill Mercuti o..?

Before reading
Write the heading FAMOUS COUPLES on the board. Encourage students to come up with suggesti ons. 
They could be royalty, music or movie stars, TV characters, fi cti onal, historical, etc. Try writi ng some fi rst 
names and see if the class can guess the second, e.g. Prince William &... If Romeo & Juliet hasn’t come 
up, write “Romeo &” on the board. They’re likely to know the names, even if they can’t place them.

Ask the students if they know any more about Romeo & Juliet. What was their story? Who wrote it? 
See what the class knows about William Shakespeare, and fl esh out any important details that they 
might not be familiar with. [He is considered to be one of the greatest playwrights and authors ever. He 
lived in London around 400 years ago and worked at the Globe theatre. The plays were performed to 
huge crowds, including Queen Elizabeth I. They are sti ll performed all around the world today.] See if 
students know the names of any other Shakespeare plays.

Show the class the cover. Do they recognize the scene? What might might the two characters be saying 
to each other? You could quote one or two lines from the scene in the play; the best-known is “Romeo, 
Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo?”. Explain that “wherefore art thou” means “why are you”, in other 
words, why do you have to be one of my family’s enemies? Can students imagine how Juliet feels?

Aft er reading
Could things have been diff erent for Romeo and Juliet? At which points could the tragedy have been 
averted? (for instance, Romeo not getti  ng into the fi ght with Tybalt, or Friar Laurence’s message reaching 
Romeo in ti me). Do you think the story would have been bett er with a happy ending? Do you think it 
would have become so popular?

Ask the class if they think this story could take place nowadays. You could menti on Baz Luhrmann’s 1996 
fi lm, William Shakespeare’s Romeo + Juliet, set in modern-day “Verona beach”, Los Angeles. The two 
families run rival business empires, with guns instead of swords, but the script is Shakespeare’s original. 
Or there’s Jerome Robbins’ West Side Story, set in 1950s New York. Do students know any other versions? 

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.

Romeo & Juliet • Teacher’s notes
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Robin Hood • Worksheet answers

4. Match the sentences with their responses.

A. “Is it true he once defeated twenty of the Sheriff ’s men?”

B. “Where are you going?”

C. “Leaving already?”

D. “Will you join Robin Hood?”

E. “Where are Will and Tuck and Litt le John?”

F. “The King is dead!”

Usborne English

“We will!”

“Captured.”

“I don’t know.”

“Really? I feel quite alive.”

“I’m going to rescue my father.”

“A hundred!”

5. Put the verbs in the right places and in the right tense to complete the paragraph.

Much .............................. across the fl oor, but he .............................. 

trapped.  The Swordsmen .............................. , grinning evilly. Quickly, 

Robin .............................. up a pillar. Then he .............................. from 

the balcony, .............................. on the chandelier and .............................. 

into the last two Swordsmen, sending them fl ying.

swing advance

leap dart

crash be 

  scramble

1. Match the words with their defi niti ons.
A. sheriff   a person who has escaped being arrested for criminal acti vity 

B. outlaw  a secret hiding-place, regularly used as a base

C. tax   valuable stolen property

D. hideout  a prison, usually in a castle

E. loot   an offi  cial who is the King’s representati ve in a part of the country

F. dungeon  a sum of money that has to be paid to the government

2. Match the two halves of the sentences, then number them from 1 to 5 in story order.

A. Much fl ed into the forest... 

B. The famous outlaw was leaning against a tree...

C. The sheriff  was furious...

D. Marian grasped the reins...

E.  A silk pouch hung on the door...

...grasping a longbow.

...fi lled with twinkling gold coins.

...and scrambled up a tree to hide.

...when he came back the next day.

...and they raced down the path.

........

........

........

........

........

3.  Cross out the mistakes in the sentences below, and write the correct word at the end of the 
sentence.

A. Marian screamed. Her horse had been stolen! .............................. 

B. “I thought you saw just a common thief.” .............................. .

C. “I’m going to fi ght my father,” Much snapped, “because you won’t!” .............................. .

D. “I’m the richest man in the forest.” .............................. .

E. “It’s ti me to fi ght about,” he declared. .............................. .

necklace
were

rescue
country

back

2
3
1
5
4

darted was
advanced

scrambled leaped
swung crashed
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About the story
Robin Hood is one of the most famous fi gures in English folklore, and the tales about him are many 
and varied. This book takes 10-year-old Much Middleton, a miller’s son, as a starti ng point. His father is 
struggling to pay the unfair taxes demanded by the Sheriff  of Notti  ngham, but Robin Hood comes to their 
aid, leaving coins at the villagers’ doors. The Sheriff  is furious, claiming the money had been stolen from 
him. Defi ant, Much throws horse dung at the Sheriff . Soldiers try to arrest him but capture his father 
instead. Desperate to rescue him, Much goes in search of Robin.

Lady Marian, the King’s cousin, is out riding and takes pity on Much. They ride deeper into the forest 
and are led by a trail of arrows to Robin Hood’s hideout. Much stays with Robin and his men, learning 
how they steal from the rich to give to the poor. But he longs for the day when they can free his father. 
Meanwhile, the Sheriff  is becoming more ruthless. He sends the Six Swordsmen – the most feared 
fi ghters in Europe – to collect taxes. They burn down Much’s village and capture some of Robin’s men. 
Robin decides it’s ti me to fi ght back. With the villagers’ help, he and Much att ack the Sheriff ’s castle at 
night, fi ghti ng off  the Six Swordsmen and freeing the prisoners. Only the Sheriff  refuses to surrender. He 
shouts that the King is dead, a claim instantly refuted by the King himself, making a visit unannounced.

With the Sheriff  safely behind bars, the King has the village rebuilt, and Much returns to the mill with his 
father. Robin and his men go back to their forest home, and Robin gives Much his sword as a keepsake.

About the author
Rob Lloyd Jones never wanted to be a writer when he grew up. He wanted to be a fi reman, or a polar 
explorer, and someti mes an outlaw too. But when it came down to it, he didn’t much like fi re or ice, 
or even swords, so he decided to write about them instead. Since then, he’s writt en over 30 books for 
children. He loves it. But he sti ll dreams about being a fi reman.

Author: Rob Lloyd Jones

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2177

Lexile level: 510L

Text type: English legend

 

p10 dung
p12 arrested
p13 lone
p20 clearing
p21 hideout
p23 frustrati on
 longbow

p4 Sheriff 
p7 raise taxes
 lashed
 charged
p6 outlaw
p7 defeated
p8 pouch

p24 loot
p26 dungeons
p30 vines
p35 archery
 bulls-eye
p37 disguises
 mocking

p39 crook
 sneered
p43 plume
p45 captured
p47 dead of night
 uncoiled
p49 emerged

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt the 
fl ow of the story oft en to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words as 
they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sti cky notes or index tabs. Encourage them 
to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word (e.g. “mystery” in “mysterious”)? Can 
they guess from the context (e.g. staircases in castles oft en curve round in a “spiral”)? You could look 
at diff erent strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or themati c lists.

p51 spiral
p52 lunged
p53 chandelier
p54 scoff ed
p56 released
p57 surrender
p60 debt
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p31 How do you think Much is feeling here? 
Frightened? Excited?

p33 Why has Much changed his mind about 
rescuing his father straight away?

p39 What has made the Sheriff  so rich?
p41 Where do you think Marian is going?
p45 Why do you think the Six Swordsmen burned 

the houses as well as taking the money? 
p53 What do you think of this fi ght – is it meant 

to be realisti c, or to add to the legend?
p57 Who is this? Was anyone expecti ng him?
p62 Is the King a good king?  What can you tell 

from the story? [He acts fairly and looks aft er 
ordinary people.]

p63 Can you see how the stories of Robin Hood 
may have been passed on?

pp4-5 Do you noti ce anything odd about the village 
in the picture? Where are the roads? How do 
people get around? [On horseback, for those 
who can aff ord it – most people couldn’t.]

p7 Where do you think the stories of Robin 
Hood come from? [Word of mouth, rumours]

p13 How will Much fi nd Robin? Does he really 
know where to look?

p16 Who do you think the fi gures are?
p21 Would they have found the hideout without 

the arrows? Why is it so well hidden?
p25 Why does Marian let Robin keep the 

necklace? What does that tell us about her?
p27 Are you surprised that a daring outlaw like 

Robin Hood is put off  by danger? Perhaps it’s 
not his own safety he’s worried about...

Before reading
Write the following line on the board: ROBYN HOD IN SHEREWOD STOD

Tell your class that this is Old English and that the spellings are diff erent to today’s English. Can anyone 
work out the fi rst two words? Try saying them out loud. You could tell them it’s someone’s name. Write 
“Robin Hood” underneath, then put “oo” in place of the the other two “o”s to get “wood” and “stood”.

Has anyone heard of Robin Hood? Students may be familiar with some of the many TV or movie 
adaptati ons of the legend. What do they know about him? Where did he live? Fill in “Sherwood” so 
that you’ve now got the line “Robin Hood in Sherwood stood”. Explain that this is the fi rst line from one 
of the earliest known poems about Robin Hood, writt en in around 1400. No one knows whether Robin 
Hood really existed, but there were lots of ballads (stories in verse) writt en about him, and they take 
place in a real place (Sherwood Forest). 

Robin Hood had a band of followers oft en called his Merry Men (in the Middle Ages, “merry man” meant 
a companion or follower). Can you name any of them? [Friar Tuck, Litt le John, Will Scarlet...] This book 
tells the story of one of them, a young boy called Much Middleton.

Aft er reading
Ask the class why they think Robin and his men went back to the forest rather than become knights in 
a castle. Which would you choose and why? 

Surely it’s wrong to steal? If so, why is Robin Hood the good guy in this story and the Sheriff  the bad 
guy? Are taxes a bad thing? Why do we have them and what should they be spent on? [Schools, roads, 
hospitals, etc. – things that benefi t everyone.] Is that what the Sheriff  did?

Why do you think Robin Hood makes such a good story for TV or in movies?

Do we sti ll tell stories like this? Do you think any modern-day comic-book heroes are like Robin Hood?

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.
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Macbeth • Worksheet answers

5. In the story, are the things described below real or imagined? Circle the correct answer.

Usborne English

A. In the darkness, Macbeth could see a dagger, dripping with blood.

B. Banquo closed his eyes as the daggers came closer...

C. There, at the end of the table, was Banquo.

D. The Lords couldn’t see Banquo – just an empty place.

E. Banquo’s face was deathly white, and his clothes were stained with blood.

F. Macbeth went white.

1.  Write the name of the character described in the lines below. Can you put them in 
the right order?

A. ....... Her eyes were fi lling with tears.  .................................

B. ....... His soldiers were fi ghti ng a rebel army nearby.  .................................

C. .......  “I was never born!”  .................................

D. ....... Macbeth thought of his best friend, who would soon be dead.  .................................

E. ....... The thought of a glitt ering crown fi lled his heart with excitement.  .................................

F. ....... They were old, ugly hags, all dressed in black cloaks.  .................................

4. Match each saying to the correct response in the story.

A. “What news?”

B. “Who are you?”

C. “Looks like rain.”

D.  “What’s to become of me?”

E. “No one born of a woman 
can hurt me.”

“Let it pour.”

“Fear Macduff , the Lord of Fife.”

“Then prepare to die, you murderer.”

“Victory sire.”

“Hail Macbeth, Lord of Cawdor and 
future king of Scotland.”

2.  Match each word in line A to the word with its opposite in line B.

A.  brave murmured guilt excitement loyalty merry gravely

B.  treachery gloomy dread thundered cowardly lightly innocence

REAL / IMAGINED

REAL / IMAGINED

REAL / IMAGINED

REAL / IMAGINED

REAL / IMAGINED

REAL / IMAGINED

3. Put the verbs in the right places and in the right tense to complete the paragraph.

In England, Prince Malcolm .............................. with Lord Macduff  beside

a stream. It .............................. a beauti ful day. Birds  .............................. 

overhead, and the sun .............................. . “It’s ti me for you to come back 

to Scotland,” .............................. Macduff , gravely. “You should be king.

Macbeth .............................. your father, I’m sure of it.”

shine say

be  sit

kill  fl y

Lady Macbeth
King Duncan

Macduff
Banquo

6
1
5

4

2
3

fl ew
sat

shone
was

said
killed

Macbeth
The witches
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About the story
King Duncan of Scotland hears of the victory of his general, Macbeth, and plans to reward him. Macbeth 
and his friend Banquo are riding home through the mist when three witches appear and prophesy that 
Macbeth will become Lord of Cawdor and then King of Scotland. Back at home, thoughts of murder 
plague Macbeth. His wife goads him, calling him a coward if he doesn’t kill Duncan to become king.

That evening, Duncan comes to Macbeth’s castle for a victory feast. Under cover of darkness, Macbeth 
fi nds the courage to kill him. Duncan’s son and heir, Malcolm, goes missing, so Macbeth is crowned king. 
He’s achieved his ambiti on, but now he’s afraid he’ll be found out. Since Banquo heard the witches’ 
prophecy too, Macbeth decides that he must die rather than expose Macbeth’s crime. Banquo is killed 
by Macbeth’s servants, but at dinner that night Macbeth sees his old friend’s ghost. The weight of his 
guilt is driving him mad. His wife weeps with remorse but won’t let him comfort her. 

Macbeth seeks another prophecy from the witches and they answer in riddles, giving him to understand 
that he will never be defeated or killed unless apparently impossible things happen. A messenger reports 
to Macbeth that Lord Macduff  has found Prince Malcolm and plans to make him king. Macbeth punishes 
Macduff ’s treachery by giving orders for his wife and children to be killed. This convinces Malcolm that 
Macduff  is right, and he raises an army against Macbeth. Just before the batt le, Macbeth is told his wife 
has killed herself. The witches’ prophecies prove true, Macduff  kills Macbeth and Malcolm becomes king.

About the author
William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was born in Stratf ord-upon-Avon, England, and became famous as 
an actor and writer when he moved to London. He wrote hundreds of poems and almost 40 plays, 
celebrated worldwide for their dramati c range, dazzling use of language, complex characters and enduring 
stories. Macbeth, loosely based on Scotti  sh history, is one of Shakespeare’s most popular tragedies.

Author: William Shakespeare, adapted by Conrad Mason

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 1863

Lexile level: 480L

Text type: Adapted classic

 

p13 demanded
 vanished
p15 gazing
p19 dread
p20 coward
 deserve
p23 courtyard
 over and   

p5 victory
 defeat
 rebel
p6 warrior
p7 relief
p8 reward
p11 hags 
p12 cackled

   done with
p24 torches
 brow
p25 approached
 clutching
p26 howl
p31 guilt
p33 let it pour

p39 stained
 murmurs
p40 casti ng     
    glances
p42 prophecies
p47 treachery
p49 gravely
p51 tyrant

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt 
the fl ow of the story oft en to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words 
as they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sti cky notes or index tabs. Encourage 
them to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word (e.g. “war” in “warrior”)? Can 
they guess from the context (e.g. “shield” in “hidden behind their shield of leaves”)? You could look at 
diff erent strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or themati c lists.

p52 fury
p54 shield
p55 batt lements
 panic
p57 grieve
p58 corridor
p61 demons
p63 hail
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p29 What might Banquo do if he guesses the 
truth?

p31 Do you think Macbeth had to order 
Banquo’s death? Is there any way he could 
stop his life becoming a nightmare?

p38 Why does Macbeth see the ghost and no 
one else? Is there a ghost, do you think?

p41 What could be going through Lady 
Macbeth’s mind?

p45 Do you think Macbeth is right to be so 
confi dent?

p47 This seems a truly shocking order for 
Macbeth to give. How can he be so cruel? 
[Desperate? Mad? Afraid? Out of control?]

p48 Do you think the weather is signifi cant?
p60 How can Macbeth laugh at this moment?
p63  Do you think Scotland will be a bett er place 

now that Macbeth is dead?

p5 Why is Duncan looking so worried? What 
will happen to him if the rebels win?

p9 What were batt les like in those days? 
[Fought on foot and on horseback, with 
swords not guns; fi erce and bloody]

p13 Do you think they really were witches? In 
Shakespeare’s ti me, many people including 
the king were afraid of witchcraft .

p15 What might Macbeth be thinking?
p20 Who’s more evil on this page, Macbeth or 

his wife?
p21 Would Macbeth sti ll think this if his wife 

hadn’t taunted him?
p22 What does it tell us about Lady Macbeth, 

that she can be chatti  ng to Duncan while 
knowing what her husband is planning?

p25 What does the vision of the dagger tell us? 
[Macbeth is obsessed with the crime?]

Before reading
Write the words “I WANT TO BE...” on the board, and ask the students to suggest ways of fi nishing the 
sentence. There are many possibiliti es (rich, famous, outside in the sunshine...). Next, draw a man’s face 
(give him dark hair and a beard like the book’s illustrati ons) and give him a thought bubble saying “I want 
to be King.” Then ask students to suggest why the man can’t be King – he lives in a republic, or there’s a 
king already. Circle the latt er, and ask students what he might do about it; see if they suggest, “Kill the 
king.” Does this sound like a story that anyone knows? See if anyone comes up with the name Macbeth. 
Does anyone remember when and where the story happened? [Long ago, in Scotland.] Who wrote the 
story originally? Did it all end well for Macbeth?

What gave Macbeth the idea of becoming king, and killing the king, in the fi rst place? Draw three 
witches’ hats on the board, and write the words, “When shall we three meet again, In thunder, lightning 
and in rain?” Ask students: would you trust advice from a witch?

Can anyone guess, or does anyone know, who else might have helped Macbeth to achieve his ambiti on? 
[His wife, Lady Macbeth – one of Shakespeare’s most celebrated female characters and villains.]

Aft er reading
The story is very bloody, but most of the violence is reported rather than shown. Ask the class to imagine 
the story as a play. Which violent acts happen off  stage? [First batt le against rebels, murder of Duncan 
and of Macduff ’s wife and children, Lady Macbeth’s suicide.] Why do you think this is? And how do you 
think batt les are acted on stage? [Actors train in sword fi ghti ng and have pouches of red liquid/fake blood.] 

Did you know?
Macbeth really existed – but he wasn’t the bloody tyrant of Shakespeare’s version. He had a rightf ul claim 
to the throne, and didn’t murder King Duncan but defeated him in batt le. He reigned for some seventeen 
years, passing several laws to protect women and children and going on a pilgrimage to Rome.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.
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Hamlet • Worksheet answers

1. Who does Hamlet say the following lines to? Write the characters’ names aft er each sentence.

A. “I’ll avenge you!”  ........................................

B. “If you see me acti ng as if I’m crazy, it’s just part of my plan.”  ............................

C. “You women are all the same. You paint your faces, you lie and you betray us.”  ............................

D. “How do you like the play?”  ................................

E. “You’ve off ended my father – by marrying my uncle.”  ............................

F. “I’m sorry I killed you, but it can’t be helped.”  ............................

3.  Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below.

A. As the fi gure struck midnight the ghostly clock appeared once more.

B. Horati o saw a strange eye in his friend’s look.

C. When he’d fi nished mutt ering, he stalked away, yelling to himself.

D. What if the devil wasn’t his father, but a ghost in disguise?

4.  Choose the word on the right that best matches the sense of the phrase on the left .

A. “If Claudius looks guilty, I’ll know he did it.”  duel

C. Tears streaming down her face    determinati on

c. “I will kill him, if it’s the last thing I do.”   revenge

D. Hamlet and Laertes began to fi ght.   grief

E. “This is for my father.”     proof

5. Which character’s death is described in each sentence? Fill in their name, then number the 
sentences in story order, from 1-5.

2.  Cross out the word in each group which doesn’t mean the same, 
or almost the same, as the other three. 

A. miserable - gloomy - guilty - sad

B. swear - stumble - vow - promise

C. lunati c - crazy - tangled - mad

D. rat - rant - rave - rage

E. pierced - gulped - stabbed - grazed
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........

........

........

........

........

A. He plunged his sword through the curtain... and into  ........................ .

B. “To my son!” she cried, and gulped down a mouthful of the deadly drink.  .................................

C. “I was dozing in the orchard when I felt something dripping into my ear.”  ..................................

D. He rushed at  ........................ , stabbing him with the poisoned sword. 

E. “They found her fl oati ng like a mermaid in the lake.”   ........................ 

his father’s ghost

Polonius
the Queen

King Claudius
Ophelia

Horatio

Polonius
the Queen

Hamlet’s father
the King

Ophelia
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About the story
This atmospheric adaptati on of Shakespeare’s most oft en-performed tragedy opens, like the play, on the 
castle batt lements where frightened guards wait for the nightly visit of the dead King’s ghost. With them 
is Horati o, friend to the King’s son, Hamlet. Hamlet is suspicious about his father’s death, and appalled 
that his mother has now married his father’s brother. The ghost won’t speak to Horati o, but the next 
night confi rms Hamlet’s suspicions: he was murdered by his brother, and Hamlet must take revenge.

Hamlet tells Horati o that he will pretend to be mad, so that his uncle won’t suspect his true intenti ons. 
The courti er Polonius believes Hamlet is mad with love for his daughter Ophelia, and he and King 
Claudius hide to watch Hamlet ranti ng and raving, although Claudius isn’t convinced that love is the 
cause. Hamlet agonizes over when to kill Claudius, plagued with doubt and self-loathing. Polonius and 
Claudius spy on him once again, but Hamlet sees movement behind a curtain and fatally stabs Polonius. 
Claudius takes the opportunity to send him away to England, but Hamlet escapes and returns.

Distraught at Hamlet’s cruelty and her father’s death, Ophelia goes mad and drowns herself. Her brother, 
Laertes, swears revenge on Hamlet, and Claudius proposes that he challenge Hamlet to a duel, fi ghti ng 
with a poisoned sword. Watching the duel, the Queen takes a poisoned drink, also intended for Hamlet, 
and Hamlet fi nally seizes the moment and stabs the King; but both he and Laertes are fatally wounded, 
and only Horati o lives to tell the terrible tale.

About the author
William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was born in Stratf ord-upon-Avon, England, and became famous as 
an actor and writer when he moved to London. He wrote hundreds of poems and almost 40 plays, 
celebrated worldwide for their dramati c range, dazzling use of language, complex characters and enduring 
stories.It’s esti mated that every minute of the day, Hamlet is being staged somewhere in the world.

Author: William Shakespeare, adapted by Louie Stowell

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2481

Lexile level: 480L

Text type: Adapted classic

 

p11 revenge
p13 forgiveness
 avenge
p17 ranted and 

  raved
p18 smugly
 lost his wits
p20 betray

p3 batt lements
p4 gasped
p6 utt erly 

  miserable
 to make  
   someone’s

  blood boil
p10 beckoned

p22 cursing 
  himself

p23 disguise
p24 script
p25 villain
 snored
p30 lunati c
p31 summoned

 off ended
p34 shrugged
p39 pounding
p41 withered
p42 grief
p46 challenge 

duel
p47 dishonest

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt the 
fl ow of the story oft en to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words as 
they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sti cky notes or index tabs. Encourage them 
to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word (e.g. “honest” in “dishonest”)? Can 
they guess from the context (e.g. “stabbing” in “stabbing him with the poisoned sword”)? You could 
look at diff erent strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or themati c lists.

p48 drowned
p51 skull
p52 chanti ng
p58 wound
 weapon
p60 traitor
p61 stabbing
p62 ebbing
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p31 Do you think Hamlet’s mother is an innocent 
character in this story? Does she deserve  for 
Hamlet to be so angry with her?

p33 Does Hamlet really think there’s a rat?
p42 Is it only grief for her father’s death that’s 

made Ophelia mad? Could she have been in 
love with Hamlet?

p45 Does Hamlet sound mad in this lett er?
p49  Why doesn’t Laertes care about the duel 

being dishonest now? 
p52 How do you think Hamlet feels about 

Ophelia’s death?
p60 Why do you think the Queen calls out 

to Hamlet, not to her husband? Is she 
beginning to suspect him?

p62  What characteristi cs does Horati o show in 
this last scene?

p5 Why do you think the ghost disappears as 
the sun rises?

p6 What does dressing in black usually show?
 Is a month long to wait before marrying 

again?
p13  Why was begging forgiveness for his sins 

important? [People believed that if they died 
without confessing their sins, they wouldn’t 
be able to go straight to heaven.]

p20 Do you think Hamlet really is mad, or is he 
pretending? Do you think he knows he’s 
being spied on?

p23 Note that Shakespeare was an actor himself, 
and included mini-plays within several of his 
plays. 

p29 Remember that Hamlet’s father didn’t have 
a chance to confess his sins before he died.

Before reading
There have been many celebrated stage and fi lm producti ons of Hamlet. If you can search for images 
online in advance, you should fi nd plenty, oft en showing Hamlet holding the jester’s skull. Try and fi nd 
one which shows Hamlet looking moody and haunted, or draw your own picture of a frowning young 
man, dressed in black. Then draw a big black cloud above the Hamlet fi gure. Search also for a portrait of 
Shakespeare, to be used later in the session.

Ask students to describe the fi gure in the picture: you are looking for words such as “depressed” or 
“gloomy”. Ask what kind of things might make the character depressed, and write them around the 
image on the board. Feed in a few of your own, too, so that you have: father dead; father murdered; 
mother married someone you don’t like; girlfriend trouble; feel like killing yourself. Underline or 
highlight the relevant phrases. Ask if students know who this character is, and write the name HAMLET.

Show them the picture of Shakespeare, and see if they can identi fy him. What do they know about 
Shakespeare? Can they give the names of any Shakespeare plays are? Depending on the ti tles they give 
you, ask what kind of plays are [e.g.] Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet? [Tragedies.] What typically happens 
in a tragedy, or at the end of a tragedy?

Aft er reading
Ask the class how they feel at the end. How do they think audiences feel aft er seeing the play? Can there 
be anything positi ve about seeing terrible things happen in a play or a fi lm? For example: they can teach 
us about people’s characters and behaviour; they help us to appreciate our not-so tragic lives.

The play is based on a medieval Norse legend, but the story is best known now through Shakespeare’s 
version. Ask students why they think Hamlet is sti ll so popular today. Encourage the class to pick out the 
main themes and perhaps write them on the board. [Death, Revenge, Madness, Grief, Love, Guilt, etc.] 
Are these themes sti ll relevant for us?

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream • Worksheet answers

1.  Write the name of the character who says or does each of the things below. 
Can you put them in the right order?

A. ....... “I must see Duke Theseus now!” he shouted.  .................................

B. ....... “I’ll meet you in the forest tonight and we’ll run away,” 

  he said, trying to comfort her.  .................................

C. ....... Squeezing her hand, he grinned and ordered his servants 

  to prepare for the wedding.  .................................

D. ....... “Run away?” said a sad voice, interrupti ng them. 

  “Who’s running away?” .................................

E. ...... “I can’t marry Demetrius,” she cried. “And I won’t be a nun.” .................................

3. Cross out the word in each group which doesn’t mean the same, or almost the same, as the 
other three.

A. polishing - brilliant - dazzling - glowing

B. plead - ask - groan - beg

C. dismayed - horrifi ed - shocked - desperate

D. excitement - enchantment - glee - delight

4. Put names in the right places to complete the sentences said by each lover. 
(The name of the speaker is given at the beginning of each line.)

A. Lysander:  .......................... doesn’t love .......................... , she loves me.

B. Helena:  I wish .......................... loved me the way you love .......................... .

C. Hermia:  You must have killed .......................... .  He’d never leave me.

D. Demetrius:  My love for .......................... has melted like snow. It’s  .......................... I adore.
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5. Match each sentence with the one that follows it, then number them from 1 to 4 in story order.

A. “This is no good.”

B. “Dear Thisbe, kiss me through this wall.”

C. “Thisbe? Eaten by a lion?”

D.  “I’m a fi erce lion, but don’t be scared.”

“It’s only pretend.”

“My dainty duck is no more.”

“Let’s meet in the graveyard.”

“I kiss the wall, not you at all.”

........

........

........

........

2. Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below. 

A. Later that evening, deep in the fi ght, Oberon was in the middle of a forest with his dazzling queen.

B. He walked Titania as she followed through the forest, nagging her unti l the Queen’s head ached.

C. Titania needed plenty of fairies to serve her and he had a page boy.

D. The scent of song fi lled the air, sweetening their magical herbs.

E. “What you take when you awake, you will for your true love see.”

Egeus

Lysander

Theseus

Helena

1

4
2

5

3

Hermia

Hermia

Demetrius
Demetrius Hermia

Lysander
Hermia Helena
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About the story
This famous tale of confused love and fairy tricks begins with preparati ons for the marriage of Theseus, 
Duke of Athens, to Hippolyta, Queen of the Amazons. An old man bursts in with his daughter, Hermia, 
and her two suitors. Hermia loves Lysander, but her father Egeus wants her to marry Demetrius. Ordered 
to obey her father, Hermia and Lysander run away to the forest instead. They confi de in a friend, Helena, 
who then tells Demetrius, hoping that Hermia’s elopement will make him take an interest in her instead.

Meanwhile, six workmen are putti  ng on a play for the Duke’s wedding. It’s supposed to be a tragedy, but 
their amateur approach is more comic. They go to rehearse in the forest. Elsewhere in the forest, Oberon 
and Titania, the fairy king and queen, are arguing. Oberon decides to play a trick on Titania, and sends 
his jester, Puck, in search of a rare plant for a love poti on. Then he overhears Demetrius rejecti ng Helena, 
and tells Puck to use the poti on on him too. Unfortunately Puck enchants Lysander by mistake, and makes 
him fall in love with Helena. Then he magically sets a donkey’s head onto one of the actors, Bott om, and 
when the spellbound Titania wakes up, she sees the donkey-headed man and falls madly in love. 

Helena is pursued by Lysander and Demetrius, believing they have conspired to make fun of her, while 
Hermia is rejected and furious. At last, Oberon and Puck restore Lysander and take pity on Bott om and 
Titania. Theseus and Hippolyta and the two young couples are married together, and Bott om and his 
friends get to present their play while the fairies watch, and Puck sprinkles everyone with fairy dust.  

About the author
William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was born in Stratf ord-upon-Avon, England, and became famous as an 
actor and writer when he moved to London. He wrote hundreds of poems and almost 40 plays, loved 
worldwide for their dramati c range, dazzling use of language, complex characters and enduring stories. 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream is one of his most successful and frequently performed comedies.

Author: William Shakespeare, adapted by Lesley Sims

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2564

Lexile level: 490L

Text type: Adapted classic

 

p13 bustle
p14 craft sman
p19 rehearse
p21 nagging
 page [a boy 

servant]
p23 jester
 mischievous

p2 characters
 engaged
 enchanted
p6 fi t for a   

 queen
p9 plead  
p10 nun
p11 dismayed

p26 glee
p27 lullaby
p29 cast his spell
p30 gloom
p31 teasing
p33 audience
p34 clearing
p37 shield

p38 to take (good) 
  care of 
  something
p40 delight
p41  sound asleep
p42 groaned
p45 in on the joke
p46 furious

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt the 
fl ow of the story oft en to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words as 
they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sti cky notes or index tabs. Encourage them 
to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word (e.g. “horror” in “horrifi ed”)? Can 
they guess from the context (e.g. “plead” followed by “Let me marry her”)? You could look at diff erent 
strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or themati c lists.

 puppet
p48 dawn
p51 miserable
p53 cuddling
p54 bless
p56 shrugged
p57 outrageous
p60 fanfare
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p23 What’s a jester? [Kings used to have jesters 
to entertain them and make them laugh.]

p25 How would you describe Helena’s love? 
[Desperate, hopeless, intense, etc.]

p33 Do you think Bott om really needs to tell the 
audience it’s just pretend?

p35 What do you think Puck’s brilliant idea is?
p38 Is Bott om enjoying Titania’s att enti on?
p43 Why doesn’t Helena believe Lysander?
p47 How might Helena and Hermia feel now?
p48 Why does it matt er that it’s almost dawn? 

[Perhaps their magic only works at night?]
p50 Imagine how this might look on stage, with 

everyone running in diff erent directi ons...
p58 Was it all a dream?
p59  Does it seem odd that the audience are 

enjoying the sad tale? Is it sad... or funny?

p5 What can we tell about Theseus already? 
[He’s rich, important, happy, etc.]

p9 Do we have the same law today? Do fathers 
choose who their daughters marry?

p10  Why would they make Hermia become a nun? 
[Nuns aren’t allowed to marry because they 
devote themselves enti rely to religious life.]

p13 Why is Helena so sad?
p14 Do these names sound like the other names, 

classic and heroic? Why not, do you think – 
is Shakespeare trying to tell you something 
about the characters?  

p17 Is it strange for a man to play a girl’s part? [It 
wasn’t in Shakespeare’s ti me, or in Classical 
ti mes either, since actors were always men.]

p18 How would you describe Bott om? [Over-
excited, silly, funny, vain, etc.]

Before reading
Write the words MIDSUMMER NIGHT on the board. What does this mean to your students? Countries 
further from the Equator have more pronounced seasons. In summer, the days are longer and warmer. 
Midsummer Day has the longest daylight hours and the shortest night. There’s a long traditi on of 
celebrati ng this. In some countries’ folklore, Midsummer Night is when the fairies get up to mischief...

Now show your class a picture of Shakespeare. [There’s a small picture of him holding a quill at the end 
of this book.] Does anyone know who he is? What’s the feather (quill) for? Write WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 
on the board, at the top. He wrote a play about a Midsummer Night. Can anyone name it? Change 
MIDSUMMER NIGHT into A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM. 

Can the students name any more Shakespeare plays? List comedies on the left  (Twelft h Night, All’s Well 
that Ends Well, Much Ado about Nothing, etc.) and tragedies on the right (Hamlet, Macbeth, Romeo 
& Juliet, etc.) Ask the class if they know why you’ve put the plays into lists. Explain if necessary that 
comedies are plays that have happy endings and tragedies have sad endings. Which elements would you 
expect to fi nd in which kind of play: weddings, death, true love, quarrels, jealousy, misunderstanding, 
magic? You’ll fi nd they all occur (including Bott om/Pyramus’ stage death) in A Midsummer Night’s Dream.

Aft er reading
What do the class think of the story? Did they fi nd any of it confusing? Do you think Shakespeare made it 
confusing on purpose? Perhaps that helps the audience to sympathize with the characters and enjoy the 
resoluti on at the end.

What does the story tell us about love? Can we help who we fall in love with? Does love make us behave 
kindly, fairly and reasonably? Is all the confusion purely comic? Could it ever ti p over into tragedy?

Why do you think this story is sti ll popular today? You could search for pictures of diff erent interpretati ons. 
Some are classically fairytale-prett y, others can be more modern and edgy. Which do students prefer?

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream • Teacher’s notes
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The Prince and the Pauper • Worksheet answers

Usborne English

1. Match the two halves of the sentences, then number them from 1 to 5 in story order.

A. Tom tried his hardest to block out his life... 

B. Tom drew closer to the entrance gates...

C. Tom Canty dragged his feet...

D. “This must be a dream,” Tom told himself...

E.  Tom was picked up like a feather...

...as he turned the corner into Off al Court.

...and carried back to the palace gates.

...as he followed the prince.

...and gasped with pleasure.

...and live instead in his dreams.

........

........

........

........

........

3. Aft er each line of speech, write who said the words and to whom.

A. “Who did this to you?”  ............................... to ...............................

B. “You’re coming home for a beati ng.”  ............................... to ...............................

C. “What tricks are you playing on your sister?”  ............................... to ...............................

D. “P-p-please, Your Majesty. Can I go?”  ............................... to ...............................

E. “Please stop saying that. You’ll only make your father angry.”  ............................. to .............................

F. “I don’t know you. Don’t come near me.”  ............................... to ...............................

5. Divide the words below into two 
categories, PRINCE and PAUPER, and 
write them in the lists on the right.

sti nking splendid noble

glorious threadbare fi lthy

stale robes rags

fur-lined hungry royal

  PRINCE    PAUPER

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

..................................... .....................................

4.  Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below.

A. Dressed in his coronati on robes, Tom rode in the smiling crowd as if through a dream.

B. “I forbid you to set the head of England on that crown.”

C. Lord Hertf ord stepped back, staring from Tom’s face to Edward’s, and forward again.

D. The air was buzzing with franti c conversati on, fi lled back and forth.

E. “No king must touch him – for today he has acted like a one.”

2. Choose the word on the right that best matches the sense of the phrase on the left .

A. “You could be me and I could be you”.

B. “Oh, I’d love to strip off  my royals robes just for one moment...”

C. In no ti me, a whisper was racing around the palace...  

D. “They’ll come and get me now. They’ll hang me for sure.”

terrifi ed

rumour

longing

identi cal

splendid
noble

glorious
robes

fur-lined
royal

Edward Tom
Tom’s father Edward

Elizabeth Tom
Tom the King

Tom’s mother Edward
Tom his mother

stinking
threadbare

fi lthy
stale
rags

hungry

2
3
1
5
4
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About the story
Tom Canty, a poor boy in 16th century London, lives with his family in one squalid room and has to beg 
for a living. He is bullied by his father and dreams of an alternati ve world where he is a prince in a palace. 
One day, he wanders past the palace of Westminster and comes face to face with the real Prince, Edward.

The palace guards treat Tom roughly, prompti ng Edward to apologise and invite Tom into the palace. The 
boys compare their vastly diff erent lives, and decide to swap clothes, realising as they do so that they 
look almost identi cal. Edward spots a bruise on Tom’s arm and goes to reprimand the guard, forgetti  ng 
that he now looks like an urchin. He’s chased away by the crowds, and ends up lost in the streets. Tom’s 
father drags him home, mistaking him for his own son.

Meanwhile, Tom tries to persuade people in the palace that he’s a pauper. Everyone fears that the prince 
has lost his mind. Tom is trapped, and so is Edward. Only Tom Canty’s mother questi ons his true identi ty.

The king dies, making Prince Edward king – except that Tom is sti ll in the prince’s place. Tom enjoys the 
build-up to the coronati on, and claims not to know his own mother when she rushes up to him during 
the procession. At that moment he realizes what a fraud he has become. Then Edward, barefoot and in 
rags, bursts into the coronati on ceremony, claiming to be the true king. Tom backs his claim and suggests 
a way for Edward to prove his identi ty, and the confusion is fi nally resolved.

About the author
Mark Twain is the pen name of the American writer Samuel Langhorne Clemens (1835 -1910). Born in 
Missouri, he was a printer’s apprenti ce, a steamboat pilot and a journalist before turning his hand to 
fi cti on. He is best known for his novels The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and The Adventures of Huckleberry 
Finn, both set by the Mississippi river where Twain grew up, and now acclaimed as American classics.

Author: Mark Twain, adapted by Susanna Davidson

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2763

Lexile level: 550L

Text type: Historical fi cti on

 

p13 gobbled
p16 swap
p18 identi cal
 livid
p20 to be hanged
p23 cur
p25 curtsied
 trembled

 pauper
p4 foul
 ragged
p5 begging
p6 threadbare
p7 stench
p10 snatching
 fi lthy

p27 frown
p28 terror-struck
p29 noble
 bowed
p30 fl ushed
 swollen
p32 recover
p33 trapped

p37 startled
p40 command
 obeyed
p42 reign
p43 garment
p44 coronati on
p45 banquet
p46 table manners

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt 
the fl ow of the story oft en to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words 
as they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sti cky notes or index tabs. Encourage 
them to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word (e.g. “thread” or “bare” in 
“threadbare”)? Can they guess from the context (e.g. “livid” in “livid purple bruise”)? You could look 
at diff erent strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or themati c lists.

p47 napkin
p51 robes
p55 liar
p56 forbid
p57 urchin
p60 cabinet
 closet
p62 pretender
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p36 How do you think Edward is feeling?
p41 What does Tom’s fi rst command tell us about 

him?
p46 Why does Tom think he’ll be found out at the 

banquet?
p50 Can you see why Tom might grow to like his 

new life? How about Edward?
p53 Why are the words “Tom heard himself say” 

used, instead of simply “Tom said”? Does 
Tom really mean to reject his mother?

p54 In what way is Tom’s mother wounded?
p57 Who are the guards more likely to listen to – 

Tom or Edward?
p60 Why is it so important that the seal is where 

Edward says it is?
p63 What does Edward mean by “the accident of 

our birth”?

p3 Why is a woman ti pping a bucket out of the 
window? [There’s no plumbing in the house.] 
What is off al? [An animal’s organs, eaten as 
cheap meat.] What does Off al Court suggest?

p5 What do we already know about Tom’s family 
and the way they live?

p10 Why do the guards not trust Tom? How is he 
diff erent from the others at the palace gates?

p11 What’s surprising about the two boys?
p15 Why does splashing in the mud appeal to 

the Prince? [He would never be allowed that 
kind of freedom and fun.]

p16 Which outf it would you prefer to wear? 
Which looks more comfortable?

p26 Have you heard of Princess Elizabeth before? 
[She’s the future Queen Elizabeth I.]

p31 Why will nobody believe Tom? 

Before reading
You might like to search for pictures of Henry VIII, especially towards the end of his life, and Edward VI.

Write WILLIAM, HENRY, EDWARD, GEORGE, RICHARD on the board. Ask the class what these names have 
in common. Apart from boys’ names, they are all names of Kings of England (or Great Britain since 1707). 
There have been 4 King Williams, 8 King Henrys, 8 King Edwards, 6 King Georges and 3 King Richards.

What do the students know about Henry VIII? [Maybe that he had 6 wives.] His third wife, Jane Seymour, 
had a son who became king when Henry died. He was just 9 years old. Write HENRY VIII on the board and 
the dates of his reign (1509-1547), then EDWARD VI (1547-1553). You could show your pictures here.

Does anyone know where the Queen of England lives today? [She has several palaces, but Buckingham 
Palace is her London home.] In Henry VIII’s day, Buckingham Palace hadn’t been built. The king lived fi rst 
in Westminster Palace (where Big Ben is today), then in nearby Whitehall Palace. 

Show the class the book. Tell them that it’s set in London, in 1547. Very few of the buildings sti ll exist, 
and the city looks very diff erent, although in many areas rich and poor people sti ll live close together.

Aft er reading
On page 63 we hear what Edward has learned from being poor, and what he promises to do as a result. 
What do you think Tom has learned? How might he live and act diff erently in the future?

Now read the quotati on from Mark Twain at the bott om of page 2. Ask the class which parts of the story 
they think are history and which they think are legend. Could the story really have happened? 

If you could swap lives with an historical character for a few weeks, who would you choose and why? 
What would be the good things and the bad things about living their life?

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.

The Prince and the Pauper • Teacher’s notes
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5. Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below.

A. The three of them disappeared into the opera house under the phantom’s secret world.

B. He blazed his cloak and water around the boat fl icked into fl ame.

C. She kissed up and reached the phantom’s cheek where it wasn’t hidden by the mask. 

D. All that was left  in the mask was the phantom’s boat.

3. Match the sentences with their responses.

A. “Christi ne can do it.”

B. “You should sing every night.”

C. “Who’s that?”

D. “Will you keep it a secret?”

E. “Did you make the chandelier fall tonight?”

F. “The opera house is falling apart.”

G. “I only wanted to be happy, with a wife and a family.”

Usborne English

“But you can.”

“Oh, no one.”

“Enough of your questi ons.”

“But she doesn’t know the part.”

“If you want me to.”

“I was just standing in for Carlott a.”

“All is not lost.”

A. The star of the show stomped around, complaining. ................................

B. “You could mistake him for a gentleman.” ................................

B. ...whose own nose was widely admired. ................................

C. She opened her mouth and sang from her heart. ................................

D. “I’m a huge fan of the opera.” ................................

4. Put the nouns in the right places to complete the paragraph.

She tried to scream for .............................. , but her .............................. 

were muffl  ed beneath the .............................. . Blindly, she stumbled down 

a .............................. of .............................. and along a .............................. 

of twisty .............................. . The .............................. around her became 

colder and damper as she struggled to get .............................. .

1. Who do the phrases below describe? Write the answer aft er each one.

free help

fl ight air

stairs cloak

paths maze

cries

2.  Choose the word on the right that best matches the sense of the phrase on the left .

A. The audience waited eagerly in their red velvet seats.

B. I want to hear Christi ne sing every night or else...

C. If some crook who skulks around my opera house thinks he can 
swindle money out of me, he’s got another think coming.

D. Pay up quickly or something dreadful will happen.

E. He read it quickly and went pale.

F. The audience began to scream and run from their seats.

panic 

warning

excitement

determinati on

fear

threat

The Phantom of the Opera • Worksheet answers

Carlotta
The phantom

One of the dancers

cloak
help

fl ight

cries

stairs maze

Christine
The Count

paths air
free
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About the story
At the Paris Opera House, rumours are rife about a masked phantom. More pressingly, Carlott a, the star 
of the show, is refusing to sing. A shy girl, Christi ne, takes the part instead. She’s an instant success, but 
is overcome by the occasion and faints at the end. A handsome Count comes backstage to congratulate 
her. As he leaves, he hears a mysterious male voice coming from her dressing room... 

Meanwhile, the new manager receives a note, demanding money and for Christi ne to sing every night. 
He laughs at such cheek, unti l stage-hands report that his beloved dog has been captured by a cloaked 
fi gure. The Count is worried for Christi ne’s safety. He follows her to a graveyard where she sings by her 
father’s grave. Suddenly, a hand clamps the Count’s shoulder and he gets a brief, frightening glimpse of 
the phantom. Christi ne hears the Count’s cry and runs over. She explains that she’s never actually seen 
the phantom, she’s only heard the voice of an “angel of music” who has taught her to sing.

Carlott a is back on stage in spite of the phantom’s threats. When she tries to sing, only a croak comes 
out and the opera house is plunged into darkness. In the chaos, the phantom sweeps Christi ne away to 
the misty underground lake beneath the Opera House. Christi ne recognizes her angel of music, but he is 
too ashamed to show his face. He returns her to the Opera House, and she becomes its new star. 

Aft er a dazzling performance, the phantom snatches Christi ne away again. A chase ensues. The phantom 
is full of bitt erness and Christi ne tries to comfort him, but when the Count wades out to rescue her, the 
phantom makes the water blaze with fl ames. Christi ne kisses the phantom, and instantly the fi re goes 
out. Deeply moved by her kindness, the phantom disappears. Christi ne is safe with the Count at last.

About the author
Gaston Leroux (1868-1927) was a French journalist an author, well-known in France for his detecti ve 
fi cti on but most famous in the English-speaking world for his novel, the Phantom of the Opera. The story 
has been adapted into several fi lms and stage plays, most notably Andrew Lloyd Webber’s 1986 musical.

Author: Gaston Leroux, adapted by Kate Knighton

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2456 

Lexile level: 550L

Text type: Adapted classic

 

p13 cast
p15 applause
 fainted
p16 Count
p17 You had quite 

a turn

p3 phantom
p6 performance
p9 horrifi c
p10 crisis
p12 eagerly
 chandelier

p22 crook
 swindle
p24 Mark my 

  words
 dreadful
p30 trance

 capti vated
p35 misfortune
p41 ghoulish
p44 captor
p45 melodic
p46 enchanted

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt 
the fl ow of the story oft en to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words 
as they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sti cky notes or index tabs. Encourage 
them to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word? Can they guess from the 
context (e.g. “fainted” followed by “limp body” must mean collapsed in some way)? You could look 
at diff erent strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or themati c lists.

p50 contract
p53 abruptly
p56 lair
p59 blazed
p61 sobbed
p63 bewilderment
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p27 What do you think of the way Christi ne is 
behaving? What will the Count think?

p30 Why would Christi ne sing in a graveyard?
p37 Carlott a isn’t scared. Should we admire her?
p39 Who are the three people on the balcony?
p44 How would you describe the world under the 

Opera House?
p48 Why won’t the phantom show Christi ne his 

face? What’s he afraid of?
p54 Why doesn’t Christi ne stop? [Perhaps 

because she’s living the part so intensely?]
p59 Why does Christi ne off er to stay with the 

phantom? [To save the Count? Because she 
likes her angel of music?]

p61 The phantom says he was lonely. How 
else would you describe his state of mind? 
[Rejected, angry, unstable, and so on.]

p3 Do you think the phantom really existed? 
This is chapter 1 of the book, so has the 
storytelling already started?

p4 What do stage hands do? [Prepare and move 
scenery.] What are props? [Items that actors 
carry or use as part of a performance.]

p5 What can we tell already about Carlott a?
p6 What kind of costumes are the girls wearing?
p13 Who’s the man in white gloves in the 

orchestra pit? [The conductor.] What does he 
do? [Directs the musical performance.]

p16 Why is Madame G excited about the visitor?
p19 We can see who the male voice belongs to, 

but do you think Christi ne knows?
p24 Have you seen this dog in the book already? 

[p4, p15, photo on p20]
p26  Why do you think Christi ne looks nervous?

Before reading
You may like to search in advance for some pictures of the Paris Opera House (inside as well as outside), 
or you could use some illustrati ons from this book, e.g. p1, p12, pp14-15. You could also search for 
samples or sound clips of famous arias.

Start by showing a picture of the outside of the building. Does anyone know or can anyone guess what 
this building is for? [The students will probably have a sense of it being grand and important, a public 
building rather than a home.] Then show a picture of the auditorium and the stage. If students recognize 
the theatrical space, encourage them to think what kind of performances might take place in it. Point out 
the orchestra pit. Which performances are accompanied by music? [Students may initi ally guess musicals 
rather than opera.] Do students know what an opera is, or know the names of any?

You could play sound clips at this point. Opera isn’t always to children’s taste, but they will most likely 
recognize the style, and some arias have become widely known through adverti sing and TV or movies.

This story takes place in the famous Paris Opera House shown in the pictures. It’s called the Phantom of 
the Opera. Does anyone know what a phantom is? If not, they’re about to fi nd out...

Aft er reading
Ask the class to imagine how Christi ne feels at the end of this story. Do you think she loves the Count? 
Will she ever see the phantom again? His lair has been discovered now. Will he ever come back? 

This story has been much more popular as a fi lm and a stage musical than as a book. Why do you think 
that is? [Perhaps it’s more dramati c when you can hear the singing and sit in the audience yourself.]

Did you know?
The phantom in the original novel was called Erik. He was one of the Opera House architects, who 
secretly built himself a home underground so that he could hide his physical deformity.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.

The Phantom of the Opera • Teacher’s notes
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The Story of Cars • Worksheet answers
1. Match the two halves of the sentences, then number them 1 to 5 in the order they occur in the book.

A. Henry Ford...

B. Sir Goldsworthy Gurney...

C. Leonardo da Vinci...

D. The Michelin brothers...

E.  Karl Benz... 

3.  Cross out the mistakes in the sentences below, and write correcti ons at the end of the sentence.

A. Every car company infl ated that their designs were the best. ............................

B. In France, where the race took place, there was no weight limit. ............................

C. The Silver Ghost was a dream to drive but not very criti cal on rough, pot-holed roads.

 ............................
D. In 1908, the world’s fi rst mass-reduced cars rolled off  Ford’s assembly line. ............................

E. More and more people took to the roads, but the drivers weren’t ready for them. ............................

5. Put the nouns in the right places to complete the paragraph. 
You will need to use some nouns more than once.

Today, there are more ...................... on the ...................... than ever.

They use up lots of ........................ and puff  horrible ........................ 

into the .......................... . Now, ............................ are inventi ng 

.......................... that won’t pollute the ......................... . They might 

run on .......................... from the .......................... , or give off  

........................... instead of nasty ............................ .

2.  Match the drivers below with the most suitable cars for them from chapters 4-5.

A. “I don’t have too much money, but I’m not fussy.” .................................................

B. “I live on a farm at the end of a rough dirt track.” .................................................

C. “I want the fastest car there is. Aft er all, there’s no speed limit where I live.” .........................................

D. “I live in the city and I like to keep up with my friends.” ................................................................

E. “I have plenty of money. What I want is a really stylish, comfortable car.” ...............................................

Usborne English

energy air

water roads

fuel fumes

sun  cars

 engineers

...drew plans for a vehicle that was driven by clockwork.

...designed and built the fi rst petrol-driven vehicle.

...designed a steam passenger coach that didn’t need tracks. 

...was determined to make cars cheaper.

...were showing off  their new infl ated wheels.

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

4. Match the cars with their descripti ons.

A. Beetle

B. Mini

C. Cadillac

D. Stretch limo

E.  Thrust SSC 

a small box-shaped car with ti ny wheels

twice the length of a normal car

faster than the speed of sound

Porsche’s groovy, curvy design

the designer was inspired when a fi ghter jet fl ew by

insisted
speed

practical
mass-produced

roads

5
2
1
4
3

cars roads
fuel

air
fumes

cars
engineers

Model T Ford
Oldsmobile

Panhard-Levassor
Mercer Speedster or Raceabout

Rolls Royce Silver Ghost

air
energy sun

water fumes
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About the book
This book is a light-hearted look at the history of cars, from early dreams of vehicles powered by 
clockwork or windmills to future plans for polluti on-free and even fl ying cars. 

For hundreds of years, people tried to produce powered vehicles. Steam engines off ered one answer, 
but they were heavy and slow, and worked bett er on tracks, so inventors looked at other suitable fuels. 
The best was petrol, and in 1886 the petrol-driven horseless carriage – or car for short – was born. 

Over the following decades, cars became faster, cheaper and more reliable. With sti ff  competi ti on 
between rival car companies, races were organised to put their vehicles to the test. Designs became 
more varied to meet diff erent demands, from streamlined racing cars to sturdy country cars, and from 
small and aff ordable city cars to spacious family ones.

In 1908, mass producti on made cars more widely available, but roads and regulati ons needed to keep 
pace with the demands cars made. Tarmac roads, traffi  c lights, speed limits and breakdown recovery 
services all had to be invented and introduced. Meanwhile, motor racing became increasingly popular, 
and in 1997 the supercar Thrust SSC broke the sound barrier, setti  ng a new land speed record.

Today, our roads are teeming with cars. The challenge is to keep the traffi  c fl owing, reduce emissions and 
invent cleaner cars for the future.

About the author
Kati e Daynes passed her driving test fi rst ti me at the age of 17. She prefers writi ng about cars to driving 
them, though. Other books she’s writt en include ti tles about racing cars, trucks, cycling and space, as 
well as underwear, famous people, toilets and chocolate. She lives in the north of England, where she 
juggles writi ng books with teaching her own children to read.

Author: Kati e Daynes

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2449

Lexile level: 800L

Text type: Non-fi cti on (history, transport)

 

p11 carriages
p18 accelerator
 fuel
p19 handbrake
p21 to show off 
 punctures
p23 abolished 
p25 pot-holed

p3 vehicle
p4 inventor
 clockwork
 to get around to
p7 wagon
p8 coach
p10 gunpowder
 to blow up

p26 snazzy
p28 vision
p29 identi cal
p30 mass-produced
 assembly line
p33 hedgerows
 tar
p35 juncti ons

p37 to pull over
p38 automobile
p39 patrolmen
 breakdown
p41 cute
p42  inspirati on
 groovy
p43 character

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt the 
fl ow of the story oft en to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words as 
they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sti cky notes or index tabs. Encourage them 
to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word (e.g. “hand” in “handle”)? Can they 
guess from the context (e.g. “grim” in “grim warning” must mean something serious)? You could look 
at diff erent strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or themati c lists.

p44 guzzling
p46 chrome
p52 wire-spoked
p54 sleeker
p55 thrill
p57 hurtled
p59 fumes
p60 pollute
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p35 What’s interesti ng about the bus in this 
picture? Do you know where this is? [The 
tower, commonly known as Big Ben, is part 
of the Houses of Parliament in London.]

p38 What are the speed limits today, in towns or 
villages and in the countryside?

p41 Do you think it looks like a mouse?
p48 Why is one boy dragging a sink? [The phrase 

“everything but the kitchen sink” means 
“everything you can think of, whether you 
need it or not”.]

p53 What do you think plane designs and fast car 
designs have in common? [They need to be 
streamlined for speed.]

p58 What is the speed of sound? [It’s how 
quickly sound waves travel – roughly 1,236 
kilometres per hour or 768 miles per hour.]

p3 What kinds of vehicles did people use before 
cars? What powered them? [Horses, mainly]

p4 Do you know what else Leonardo da Vinci 
did? [Drawings, painti ngs e.g. the Mona Lisa, 
architecture and designs for war machines]

p9 Why was it so much faster downhill?
p16 How did people usually travel long distances 

in those days? [Horse-drawn coaches, trains.] 
How long would it take? [Hours or even days.]

p18 Do we sti ll need to crank up the engine? [No, 
we just turn the igniti on key to start the car.]

p21 What kind of wheels do we have? [Infl ated, 
but with much tougher designs. The 
Michelin company sti ll makes tyres today.]

p27 Can you imagine what roads were like before 
cars? And what people must have thought 
when they saw a car for the fi rst ti me?

Before reading
Write some car names on the board for the class to guess what this story’s about. Choose ones that 
feature in this book but don’t instantly give the game away, e.g. Silver Ghost, Speedster, Raceabout, 
Austi n Seven, Bullnose Morris, Topolino, Beetle, etc. Does anyone know what these names refer to?

Ask the class if their family has a car. Do they know the make? Do they know any famous drivers? You 
could talk briefl y about motor racing competi ti ons such as Formula One, NASCAR, rally driving, etc. This 
may be a popular topic for some of the class, but be careful not to lose the att enti on of other students.

How long have people been using cars to get around? Does anyone know who invented cars and when? 
What diff erences have they made to our lives? (Think about positi ves: being able to travel quickly and 
aff ordably, when and where we choose; also maybe some negati ves, such as congesti on and polluti on.)

Show the class the book. You could discuss the fact that books can be fi cti on or non-fi cti on. This is a 
non-fi cti on book; it tells the real history of how cars were invented and developed.

Aft er reading
Show the class pages  62-63, and explain how the ti meline starts with the oldest car ideas and goes 
forward in ti me unti l the more recent designs. Which car or cars do the students like best? Have they 
seen any of these cars in real life, either on the road or perhaps in museums, or old photos or movies?

How oft en do students use cars with their families, and for what reasons – getti  ng to school or work, 
shopping, visiti ng family or going on holidays? What are the alternati ves, e.g. bicycles, public transport?

What are the most important features of a modern car? You might consider aff ordability and economy, 
safety, non-polluti ng design, stylish looks, useful accessories and so on. Challenge the class to come up 
with their own designs – they could sketch and label them – then ask them to think up a good name for 
their new car.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.

The Story of Cars • Teacher’s notes
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The Secret Garden • Worksheet answers

2. Circle the two words that have changed places in the sentences below.

A. Mary began to make a hot garden, sti cking fl owers into the pretend dry earth.

B. Several weeks later, Mary was in a stern-looking carriage, opposite the cold Mrs. Medlock.

C. Mrs. Medlock marched Mary up a huge hall, across steep stairs and along twisti ng corridors.

D. As soon as Mary hurried into the room, Mrs. Medlock shut the door and stepped off .

E. Tapestries stood on the walls and in the middle hung a vast four-poster bed.

F. Outside the person howled like a lonely wind, as lonely as Mary.

3. Cross out the word in each group which doesn’t mean the same, or almost the same, 
as the other three.

A. sobbing - moaning - strolling - crying

B. astonishment - charm - amazement - surprise

C. whimpered - retorted - pleaded - begged

D. thin - skinny - scrawny - shadowy

E. nuzzled - snuggled - confi ded - nestled

4. Match the questi ons with their answers.

A. “What’s wrong with you?”

B. “Are you a ghost?”

C. “You go outside don’t you?

D. “Are you sure, dear?”

E. “You’re well! However did it happen?”

Usborne English

“Just do as I say.”

“Never. I can’t cope with cold air.”

“It was the garden.”

“No, are you?”

“I’m weak.”

A. a beauti ful woman strolling past ................................

B. miles of empty land ................................

C. his wrinkled face creased into a smile ................................

D. a hazy, frosty tangle of rose branches ................................

E. a curly-haired boy, with a fawn by his side ................................

F. dark eyes stared out from an ivory-white face ................................

5. Put the nouns in the right places to complete the paragraph.

“In the ..............................?” thought Mr. Craven. “My ................................”

As he hurried down the ................................, he heard ................................

laughing in his ................................’s old .................................

“The ................................’s locked and the ................................’s buried.”

1. What or who do the phrases below describe? Write the answer aft er each one.

 garden children

 wife key

 door path

 dream garden

Mary’s mother

Colin
Dickon

The secret garden
Ben Weatherstaff

The moor

garden dream
path children

wife garden
door key
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About the story
Mary Lennox spends her early childhood in the sti fl ing heat of Briti sh Empire India, waited on by servants 
but ignored by her beauti ful mother. When a cholera epidemic ravages the household, only Mary 
survives. She’s passed around her parents’ friends unti l her uncle, Mr. Craven, summons her to Yorkshire.

Mr. Craven is away when Mary arrives at his gloomy home on the moor. The stern housekeeper, Mrs. 
Medlock, warns Mary not to explore the house beyond her room. The only alternati ve is to go outside, 
where she learns of a walled garden, locked up by Mr. Craven aft er his wife died. A robin leads her to the 
key, and later she fi nds the hidden door. Inside, the garden is overgrown but not completely dead. 

When Mary meets Dickon, the brother of a maid at the house, she is charmed by the way the wild 
animals trust him. She shares the secret of the garden with him, and together they work to clear dead 
wood and plant fl owers. Their days are happy and busy. At night, though, Mary hears a distant crying in 
the house. Down shadowy passages she discovers a lonely, sickly boy, her cousin Colin. 

With Dickon’s help, Mary brings Colin to the garden and encourages him to get out of his wheelchair. 
Gradually he gains strength and learns to walk. The children keep Colin’s recovery a secret, hoping to 
surprise his father when he returns. Far away in Italy, Mr. Craven dreams of being called back to the 
garden by his dead wife, and comes home to discover that both the garden and his son have come alive.

About the author
Frances Hodgson Burnett  was born in Manchester, England. Following her father’s death, she emigrated 
to America with her family. Three years later her mother died and Frances, aged 20, turned to writi ng to 
support her younger siblings. Her work was published regularly in magazines, and her novels, including 
A Litt le Princess (also available in Usborne Young Reading) were criti cally acclaimed and hugely popular.

Author: Frances Hodgson Burnett , adapted by Mary Sebag-Montefi ore

Reader level: Advanced

Word count: 2399

Lexile level: 500L

Text type: Adapted children’s classic

 

p12 tapestries
p13 sobbing
p14 itching with 

  curiosity
 disobey
p15 porridge
 disgusti ng
p16 retorted

p3 scorching
p5 cholera
p7 arrangements 

manor
p9 bleak
p11 on no 

  account
 poking about

p19 creased
p22 chirruped
p24 downright
 scrawny
p26 tangle
p27 withered
p29 fawn
p35 confi ded

p36 nuzzled
p37 snuggled
 blasts
p39 grate
 ivory-white
 whimpered
p42 scoff ed
 can’t bear to

Words and phrases of interest, and unfamiliar words
Help your students to develop strategies for unfamiliar words, so that you don’t have to interrupt the 
fl ow of the story oft en to explain vocabulary. You might suggest they make a quick note of words as 
they read, or mark their place on the page with removable sti cky notes or index tabs. Encourage them 
to deduce meanings: are they familiar with any part of the word? Can they guess from the context 
(e.g. “scorching” in “scorching heat” must mean intensely hot)? You could look at diff erent strategies 
for learning new vocabulary, such as making word clouds or themati c lists.

p44 fretf ully
p49 ti re you out
p50 pleaded
p52 scowling
 summon
p54 faltered
p56 unsteadily
p63 murmured
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p31 If the garden isn’t completely dead, how would 
you describe it? [Neglected, overgrown...]

p36 Why do you think Mary no longer hates the 
sound of the wind?

p42 Do you feel sorry for Colin, or do you fi nd 
him annoying?

p45 What do you think Colin’s life has been like 
so far?

p50  Do you think Colin and Mary are similar?
p53 Why is Mrs. Medlock anxious for Colin?
p54  Why do you think the garden makes such a 

strong impression on Colin?
p57 What’s making Colin grow stronger?
p59 How can Mr. Craven hear his dead wife? 

Do you think this is magic?
p63 How do you think Mr. Craven feels? How 

many people has the garden helped now?

p5 How do you think Mary feels, seeing her 
mother walk away?
Look at the clothes. When do you think the 
story is set? [The late nineteenth century.]

p8 How do you think Mary reached England from 
India? [By ship.] How do you think she feels?

p13 Would you like to have a room like this?
p14 Mary’s “itching with curiosity” but she isn’t 

scared. What does this say about her?
p16 Is Mrs. Medlock a mean lady? Do you think 

she’s pleased she’s suddenly got a litt le girl as 
well as a big house to look aft er?

p21 What does Ben mean when he says 
“Dickon can grow fl owers out of stones and 
charm the birds”?

p25 Do you think this is magic? How else could 
you describe it? [luck, fate, coincidence]

Before reading
You may like to search in advance for some pictures of informal English gardens, or you could bring some 
seed packets or fl owering plants into the classroom.

Start by writi ng the lett ers ETSRCE on the board, and ask students to solve the anagram. Ask them 
what a secret is, and what kinds of things can be secret and why. Some secrets are embarrassing or 
compromising, and some are meant to be a pleasant surprise (a present or a party). Can they think of 
another reason not to talk about something – something that makes you unhappy, or has sad memories?

Show the class your garden pictures, plants or seed packets. Ask students if they grow anything at home, 
maybe in their family’s garden, on the windowsill, on a balcony or pati o. How would they make a garden 
secret? [Build a wall or grow a hedge around it.] Do students like the idea of a secret garden? Brainstorm 
some words to describe a secret garden, such as “beauti ful”, “peaceful”, “private”.

Show students the cover of the book.  Do they recognize the bird in the picture? [An English robin.] How 
do they think the girl in the picture feels about the garden? Do they think she has been there before, or 
is she seeing it for the fi rst ti me?

Aft er reading
Ask the class to imagine what life will be like for Mary, Colin and Mr. Craven from now on. Can a garden 
really make someone bett er? How? [Fresh air and exercise make people healthier, and having a creati ve 
project can lift  people out of loneliness and sadness.] 

You could make a secret garden with the class. Start with a big cardboard box (you can line it with plasti c 
bags or bubble wrap to keep the cardboard dry) or a wooden fruit tray. Fill it with real plants (small ones) 
or arti fi cial fl owers, or make fl owers out of ti ssue paper. Why not make it a word garden? Students can 
choose words to write on pebbles or on strips of paper glued onto twigs, and add them to the garden.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same.

The Secret Garden • Teacher’s notes
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